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1
Par Lagerkflat* novellat, poet, playwright and oritle, hae had a
long and influential career aa perhaps the beet known Swedlÿh iwritar
of the twentieth century#

Ae the eothor of more than thlrtymfive n&l-

nmee of fiction, drama, poem# and essaye, hie literary reputation haa
gakw&d steadily and considerably on the continent during the past thirty
years, but with the publication of Barebbae in 19$0 (Swedish edition),
idhidh earned him the Nobel Priae in the following year, hie reknown
l%&8 taken on an international luster.

Many of hie works have einoe

been translated into German, French, Spanish, Italian and Bnglidh,
Despite this widespread growth in recognition, meaningful criti
cism of lagerkTist*8 work has lagged far behind its popular acclaim#
Possibly because he is still a signifieently productive writer aat
the age of 7$, critics have hesitated to undertake a definitive <analysis of his lift's work, perhaps rightly so#

The criticism Which has

been written, however, has been less than adequate.

Some rather #&%-

tensive, though regpetably spotty, studies have appeared in Swedidh
and Norwegian,^ while Otto Oberholser'e Far Lagerkvist;

Studisn mu

seiner Prose und selnen Dramen (Heidelberg, 1958) is the only major
critical work by a non^Gcandinavian to have appeared up till now.
The lag in penetrating critclsm becomes more serious in light of Whs
fact that Lagerkvist's most significant work as a novelist has been
done only within the past I# years, work which has not, I believe.
4iotably Gustaf Fredén's Par Lagerkvist (193^) and Par laaarmdetaken till,B m & S a s
Ragnhild PeirnEy^a
kviat: fr&n Qudetaken
_______

surveys of lagerkvist's life and work, and their authors make little
or no attempt at close textual analysis, fhsy are adequate intro
ductions to lagerkvist, but they are of only limited value to a
reader who is attempting to cope with the complex philosophy of the
Swedish novelist.

a
received the eloee critical attention it deeervee.

largely for thie

reason, but aleo becauee I believe Lagerkvlat's acclaim cani&e IbetbKP
eubatantiated through Interpretive analysis than through prai#Bid%üdi
ia too often unsupported by anything resembling logic, I propose in
this thesis to offer a textual analysis of his three most :reBsnt%imr»
els. The Sibyl# The Death of Ahaauerus. and Pilgrim at Sea, uhioh c m *
bine to make up his first and only trilogy.
There are two difficulties to be encountered in all of lagerkvist's
fiction, but they are especially apparent In the trilogy and in its
immediate predecessor, Barabbas. The first difficulty is one of perspectivem-mLagerkvlst's moat recent work needs to be "placed" ikiQiin
a frame of reference with respect to both the unique philoaophicUl
vision it conveys and to its niche in the realm of modern literature.
It la my contention that a fruitful oriteal perspective of Ww& trU*
ogy can only be adhleved through exploring the full implications of
the term "religious atheist", a term which Lagerkvist once used 1U»
characterize his difficult and paradoxical vision of experience.

TBw#

reader who can grasp what Lagerkvist means by "religious atheist" is
a reader who, as I shall attempt to establish, ham travelled far toTwards penetration of his thought and art.

He is also a reader who

will recognize several significant parallels between Lagerkvist's
vision and that of existentialists such as Gamua and Sartre on one
hand, and that of theologians such as Tillich or Buber on the other.
I have Implied that Lagerkvist is a "philosophical" novelist—
this is beyond doubt true.

But he is also a unique stylist.

During

Ibis long career as a writer, ha has experimented, with greater or lesser
success, with nearly every imaginable fictional technique;

expressionism.
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impreasloniem, symbolisa and, among others, even "lyricism".

Bat be

ginning with Barahbae. he baa increasingly relied open symbolism as
his primary means of imaginative expression, a fact whidh has ail too
often been ignored by his recant critics,

lagerkvistis use of symbol

ism is what I consider to be the second major difficulty encountsMKl
in the trilogy.
The symbolic patterns found in lagerkvist's recent work are diffi
cult primarily becauee they are quite frequently both obscure and deeply
personal.

Unlike a poet such as, for emmmple, T, 3, Eliot who uses sym

bolism with recognisable roots in the central cultural tradition of the
IWest (especially in his later poems and plays), Lagerkvist relies most
Iieaivilyr tqpcRi (syadbidLs disami jEriwm !L«w#8 eaiaily iakaBrtijTladbi*; (ruJLbtunal. sourcei*,
IlancK) jjh Barabbas lie di^pei iJito Idie taxlJL ixf Gnostic sgnnbMolies^, i»nd iii tiie
tiïljDgjr

iiwdces iia*» #)f egnmbiodus (irawn jCrcM* (3r*»e)( «qytii, Jtwagriazi ;)8]nehi&]u)g3r

(concMBi/DWualjr (xr iicdl), auid f\»Hclore, a&s w**l]L «us jPrtua (Ibiriarbiaioitgr. Dtas.»
ipi/te 11)8 okHBCRiiTitjr, bbe jLagpcarteLocwa of ILawpsirkirlsI)':* case i)f sgrmkioiLiam <%ai&oart be lywKr (sayjtussiBed.

II) i.s jTij&elljr iKhe lasjr two liius Trlalam, sriaca lie

f&ost (lelitMsratKiljr tiems isyiubolai tdhijGh l%i iiieMMNSlsnas ewnbody tiw» qtukULtjr
()f iraudjLoal «dtmlLaiB ixo erwdewmjbc to kiis ttwHighit, TPbdLs wiLlJL ]L hupp** IwscsoB»»
Büore (ileaiT iun btws (:ouri*e lof" aw&yr aiialkytdL!; cdT ibhe tari.lo*Ey\
Eksfüxn; ][ pwrcKwaMwd to a ii suaeiljnBij; (%f Rw» iB ib y l, I wiLsli tx) acknow
ledge iqy iiidcdbtwBchiess tx» aqy ]Lo*ig swLffüxrjLiy; wrLft» lùaari idbuo, iwi/Lh oilier
1» ininlaw»]. EHmdwar odT (loim plLaint;:, gave aw» in v a lu a b le «uxsiLstwancw» in mgr
ej^Tcarbis ibo b isa n slit** more blian f"iv e iroluisss o f ZlwsidjLsh aiid IWorNNXgian
mri/bijsism ojf IJ&gpMdkvrLsik.

CHAITTER ][
The Sibyl

l4

The Sibyl is qtitte probably the finest work of fletleo written by
lagerkvist.

Thou^i it preceeds both The DealA of Ahasneme and Pilgrim

at Sea, it Is superior to both In terms of aesthetic balanoe-— in point
of fact* lagerkvist achieves a sysmetry of thonght and symbol in Rie
Sibyl léiioh is unmatched in any of his other woits.

The novel* s snoo*

essfnl fusiim between symbol and concept is perhmqps most apparent In
it« stmeture.

lagerkvist builds upon a cultural and mythological frame

work lAidi is ideally suited to hie perplexing vision of % a relatiwiËiip
between man and "god"\ since it is itself steeped in the aura of ays*
terioua and inevitable dualimm which is endemic to his thought axid art*
The framework, of (wurse, is provided by the Delphlo oracle, with its
unique position among Hellenic temples as the homo of two very different, and very powerful, gods— Apollo end Dionysus.

Because the myth

ological background and associations of the Delphic world are so import
ant to the novel, it will be necessary for me to deal with them at con
siderable length.

If the reader will bear with me, he will, I trust,

soon see some wlsdwi in my method of approach.
It seems dear that The Sibyl is built upon contrasts.
trastive technique is deliberate*

The con

it helps to promote a disparity be

tween the transcendental world, as the Sibyl ezperiences it, and the
natural world of physical drives and common human needs.

On a deeper

level, ^*e disparity widens to include a number of symbolic and actual
contrasts between Apollo and Dionysus, between a theistlc (knowmble and
to some extwt "defined") god and a non-theistie, mysteriwis god, between
a love for the "divine" and a love for the human, and between a vital en^^TThe word "god" will remain uncapitalieed in this thesis as it is
in Lagerkvist's later novels.
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counter with the noumcnal lAloh InvolvaG Buffering* doubt* and ceaseless unrest and a non-vltal "institutional" respwee to "it".

The con

trasts all finally point towards one central issue lAiob Is both ob
liquely and overtly present in the novel from beginning to end—

the

"search" for god (more specifically* a search for an understanding ef
"him"),

fbe search finally results in an affirmation of god's exist

ence* in fact of the inescapability of hie presence* despite his appar
ent incomprehensibility and total "otherness",
in order at this point.

let a w w d of caution is

% e "god" whom the Sibyl encounters is hardly

a "god" in apy traditional Western sense; on the contrary* %e" frequently
appears to be what could only be called a principle of aystery in human
experience* a driving force which* as in Dylaa Ibmaas's words* "...throu^
the green fuse drives the flower".

Aae could accurately say* in fact*

that lagexicvist is deeply concerned with a "god" who is not a "Ood".
Of course* in order to accept the reality of and the value of the
mysterious In life* one must necessarily accept one's humanness—
hence the Sibyl's final "reconciliation" with god is based upon h w
recognitiim of universal human Umitatltms.

She finally accepts that

the mysterious god wlio has so governed her destiny is not sidxjept to
rational definition* and on this level The Sib^l is an extensiwi of
the central motif in Barabbas. thouÿi the circumstances are of course
quite different.

In the final analysis* the interaction bet%ieea human

limitation (embodied as synbol in the character of the Sibyl) and the
element of mystery in life is the central focus in the novel.
Perhaps the best way to "get into" the world of The Sibyl is to
deal with Iwo isportant related points at the start*

the place of the

novel in the trilogy as a idiole and its relation to the following two

6

novels* and seme possibls answers to the queetlw of Wiy lagmHorlst
diooeea to develop the Issues within the partionlar sythio and historl»
cal atmo^here of Delphi* one of vbi<h we have already esntloaed.
Iag8ztvist*8 Intention In the trilogy as a whole Is open to more
than one plausible Interpretation.

Yet one has to begin smewbere* and

I am cwvinoed that the most valid way of approaching the three novels
Is to regard them as evlaolng throe disparate oultural respcases to the
existence of god and his relatlmidilp to the natural world* all of
ihieh have played an ix^ortant role in the development of Western onlm
ture as we know It today* though lagerkvist is perhaps more interested
in their persoiml rather ihan their cnltnral Implications.

If the tri»

logy is vtewwi in this way* then Ahasnerus* vhom we first enoounter in
The Sibyl, could be seen as representative of the Hebraic religions tra#
dltlon.

His Attitude towards his meeting with % e Cruoifled One* and

his final rejection of the divinity of Christ (this takes place in the
sequel to ^

novel we are dealing with now) and with it the cornerstone

of Christian theology* Is braadly suggestive of ihe skeptical heritage
so commonly Identified w i ^ Western Judaism* thou#i lagerkvist undoubt
edly would be drown to the Wandering Jew legend even if it carried no
(Weper cultural associations* slnoe he is always fascinated by outcasts*
especially spiritual outcasts.
Tobias* whose pilgrimage begins in The Death of Ahasuerus. and who
is a spiritual brother to Barabbas in many ways* mlfgit then be s e w as
broadly reprewntative of a specifically cairistian-direoted (though heeltent* resistant* and skeptical) respmse to god* in that his life becomes
centered upon his obsession to journey to the Holy land* an obsession stimu
lated in the first place by a strwige miracle.

The fact that he is a

7
mkeptio and that he doee not eonaumoate the pilgrimage in no w y detracta
from the apecifically Christian nature of his queat^ sinoe for many Christ
iana dwbt and oeaaeless straggle are Ineaoapable facets of their faith*
% e Sibyl, if regarded only on a historical level, might be seen as
représentative of a particular pagan response to the world of tiwisoendental meaning, since the ihole novel is sat within the "pagan* world of
Delphi*

But to see the novel in this way would be to severely limit it

through Ignoring idie universality of its Issues and their implications
with reference to contemporary experience*

The Sibyl's experience of god,

and her attitude toward it, though set within the historical framewoi#
of Delphi and in many ways only explainable in terms of it, is in no way
"dated" or topical; lagerkvist carefully uses the Del^io world in mudi
the same way as ho uses Gnostic syndwllm in Barabbas* as a means of
revitalising a fictimaal treatment of the eternal questions ihd.ch have
alwqys been a part of civilized human experience.

The Delphic frame

work, as we shall w e , is magnificently suited to this purpose*
From a purely stylistic point of view, the Delphic milieu makes
wnse %dien viewed in the ll^t of lagertvist's unceasing regard for the
value of mystery Itself,

Just as he had used his easmlngly secure know

ledge of Gnwtic sycbollsm to establish and reinforce an aW*Ephare of
mystery, and ironically, of imnedlacy in Barabbas# so too does the d a A
labyrinthine inner sanctuary cf Delphi provide him with a wealth of mythic
and rollgimis associations with which he oan breathe new life into issuee
idiich might appear staid w e v w exhausted to many modem readers.

More

over, mystery is in itself a crucial issue in the novel, and Ahasuerus is
certainly speaking for lagerkvist w b m he says near the e*^ of the novel,
after he has heard the Sibyl's remarkable narratiim, that "...one mlg^it

8
have doubts about anything and everything in this half«*real world*"*
Henoe The Sibyl is at least in part deliberately ambiguous and delib.
erately dependent up«m the qysterlous (to modem minds) mythologloal
sugcestlveness of Delphi^ precisely bocause Lagerkvist wWies to establl^ the value of the mysterious in himan ezperience* something
whidi would be far mwre difficult to do within a cwventional frame
work using conventixmal language.^
There ere* however, more specific reasons lAy Lagerkvist is drawn
to Delphi,

H* W. Parke, in his A History of the Delphie Oracle, states

that Delphi for many emturiss occupied a central position in the Hellenio world somewhat comparable to the position of Jeruselum for med
ieval Christendom.^

The historical reasons for Delphi's great imgiort-

anoe are too complex to be dealt with here, but we safely assume that
Lagerkvist is aware that fbr more than a thousand years both Qreeks and
RcMnans regarded Delphi as the major temple of Apollo and believed that
it was the "place to go to" if one wi^ied to know the will of the gods*
^ a r LageaScvist, T M S % 1. trans. Naomi Walford (New York* Ran
dom House, 19$G), p, Ih^. All subsequent page references will refer to
this tMnalation.
^In a series of essays collsoted under the title of "The Cleaned
Fist", Lagerkvist makes it clear that the (me aspect of twentieth-eentury life he finds most decadent is what he terms "self-satisfaction",
which he argues is the result of an overly-rational, and therefore naive,
oultwal and Intellectual atmosphere. Both his art and his life have
been a kind of protest against the "self-satisfied", since it is hi#
belief that our (from his point of view) predominantly rationalistic,
scientific, and materialistic century is gradually choking Itself
throu^ its tendency to equate "reality" with systematic ratitmal in
terpretations of it. Like D.H. Lawrence, Rilke, Thomas and ethers kho
"hold out" for the mysterious in life, Lagerkvist is passionately con
vinced that it la preferable to believe Pan is hiding behind a tree than
to understand the botanical structure of it.
Parka, A History of the Delphic Oracle (Ckford*
Blackwell & Mott Ltd.,
p. j.

Basil
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It is therefoM no accident tliat there Ic a prophetic strain miming
uhrou^cnt the Sibyl* s narrative, since In a very real sense the novel
may be seen as Lagerkvist's a m way of revealing his prc^dietic vision of
the inescapability of "god",

Irimlcally, as we shall see, Lagerkvist's

vision Is in many ways antithetical to the Apollonian heritage of Del^Ai,
T:je Riost important aspect of the Del#iie Oracle, w i ^ respect to
The Sibyl, is undoubtedly rooted in its unique history as the "home" of
both Apollo and Dioiysus,

Lagerkvist himself called the "aeeting" cf

l^se two gods within the tag»le's inner sanctuary the "l«fonder of Del*
phl"^, and the thematic structure of the novel cannot be grasped with*
out holding in mind the images of the two gods, and their respective
attributes, sinoe the specific ritualistic and syndioUc details of the
novel are heavily dependent upon them#

For this reason, I will have to

say a few words about Apollo and Dionysus, and how they seem to function
within the world of the novel#
Apollo was of course the sovereign god at Delphi, the spokesman of
Zeus who, in addition to being the Archer*gcd, the master of Ihe lyre,
and the healer, isprimarily known, according to Edith Saallton, as the
"Kkd cf Li^t, in idiom is no darkness at all, and so he is the God of
Truth,

Miss Hamilton adds that "Apollo at Delphi was a purely bene*

ficent power, a direct link between gods and men, guiding men to know
divine will#"^

The PyWila ("Pytbia" and "Sibyl" are not synonymous ac

cording to Parke, thou^ Lagerkvist uses tliem ae if they ware so) acted

far Lagerkvist. Proa^# cited in Otto Oberholmer, Par Lagerkvist*
Studieh eiT^seïner Prosa "mE""seinen Dramen (Heidelberg: Carl Winter***
W^vepsltatsvw
p# lU3
Püdith Hamilton, Mybiology (New York: The New American Library, 1961),
p. 30»
'ibid,, p. 31#
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as an Intermediary between Apollo and the wcrld of man, but wae only an
"nnconacioua Inetmmant of divine revelation and aa auoh :Aie counted for
little."^

It waa Apollo's priests who interpreted the Sibyl's wild words,

uttered in a state often bordering on hysteria.

But it is important to

note that the "l%^t" and wisdom and truth wiiioh ie associated with Apollo
is grounded in an interpretation of a noumenal experiewe which ia not
iheir cam, and it is at this point that Lagarkviat diatingulshee be
tween a tbeistio and a non-theiatio attitude towarda the supra-rational
fathoms of human experienoe.
It aeems clear that the Inetitution of the Del^ie Oracle, lAWi is
devoted solely to Apollo, le meant to be seen aa broadly representative
of any world of religious orthodoxy, a world unquestionably dependent
upon a theistically defined god.

The contrast between this kind of

public "religious" world and the Sibyl's private noumenal world Ilea
at the core of the novel's central motif—

as an ezperienoe "god" must.

in the final counting, lie beyond the realm of human comprehension, beymid the realm of what Paul Tillidi means by the word "theism".

This

is perhaps made most clear when the Sibyl contrasts her experience of
god with how the priests interpreted it.

She saye ^aat her*

...inspiration wad divine, no doubt, but it was they who in
terpreted it and knew how to extract a meaning from cmafused
utterance which was unintelligible to everyone else. The
great thoughts, the lofty wisdom which they put into the or
acle 's answers— those famous answers which conferred world
wide power and prestige upon the oracle— bad nothing to do
with the wild e^ieks of this ignorant woman...She %ms poss
essed by god, certainly* god spoke through her. But it was
they who knew Wiat god really meant and wanted to say— they
*Aio knew how to penetrate to the core of him and reveal it*
(p. 60).

arke, p. 32.

The question lAlch the novel r&isdjr from beglnnlng to end Is*
know and nnderstand %Aat god "means" aid intends to "say"?

oan xmm

Is it poss

ible for man to "penetrate to the core of him and reveal it"?

The

Sibyl's whole life, her passionate and tortured experience of god, are
in effect an answer to the questions— a most enqahatie nof

One could

say that her experience is an illustration of the myatery, the total
enigma which by definition belongs to the word "god", lAile it sets
in relief the incredible pretension implicit in mankind's attempts to
Reduce GOD TO "UGRT", idii*. within the novel carries its archetypal
connotation of "understanding" on a rational level#

When man attempts

to comprehend god in this way, Lagerkvist suggests, he must necessarily
anthropomorphiae him, suck lAie mystery and the awe and the dread out
of the itAerently noumenal, and transform him finally into an idol
who safely and securely fits hurian conceptual thou^ patterns#

La-"

plicit too is the suiKestion that such a "response" to god is tainted
w i % deception, perhaps conscious; hwoe the institutional world of
Delphi is deliberately decpicted as a den of corruption, hypocrisy,
and "shamelessness".

Within the world of the novel, than, Apollo

is seen as a false god of theism — a god who is not eiqwrienced but
is rather constructed according to the dictates of a bureaucratic
theocracy#^ The point whidi Lagerkvist is driving at is a recurrent
one in his fiction:

Institutionalised religiixi militates ageinst

a vital and direct response to the mysterious in life (or "god")

^lot Apollo himself, of course, but rather the cmception of
"god" which the Delphic theocracy (Aooees to call "Apollo". Though
it is true that Apollo, as the Greeks knew him, is somawbat foreign
to lagerkvistinn notions of god, I do not wish to imply that the god
has no place in his vision. Since Lagerktvst holds that all posaibility is god's, it follows that he can be "ligbt" to some people.

%2
throu#! Its roliaaee upon a system of rational barriers (dogma or syetamaoized theology in any form) which can only deaden the roots of aqy
potentially vital rellgloue experience.

Ironically, Lagerkvist the "re*

llgloua a%eist" Is then overwhelmingly protectant in his near obsession
wiWi the uniquely individual enoounter with god, his hatred f or idolatry
and formality in religion^ and his ingrained suspicion of "priests".
%ough Delphi la predominantly known and thought of as the major
t@iq}le of Apollo in the Rellanic world, Parke establieAes that Di(«^r*
sus, no later than the middle of the sixt century B.C., began to play
a conepiouous and very important role in the rituals of the oracle,
Be this aa it r^ay on a historical level (and Lagerkvist is clearly work
ing rather closely with a historical account of the oracle), it seems
more than likely % a t The Sibyl is constructed i^on a religious ex
perience iKiich

is essentially "Dionysian", and that Lagerkvist is us

ing the Ood of

üie Vine as a focal symbol for the "god beyond the god

of theism".

In any event, the role of Dionysus is certainly the key

to an understanding of the novel's most conspicuously enigmetie (and
vitally is^ortant) symbols*

the goats, the river (and moisture of any

kind), the "idiocy" of god's son, and the vapours rising from the chaaa
beneath the "holy of holies",
Dionysus is most commonly thouf^t of today as the Ood of the
the inspirerer

Vine— «

of joy and ecstasy, but also of imbounded cruelty, as

evidenced in Zrripides' play. The Baochae.
recently translated study entitled Dionysus#

But Walter F. Otto, in a
Myth and Cult, fairly

conclusively establishes that the Greeks themselves possessed a more

arks, p. u;.
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c(*^)l€oc and deeper aptTeheoalon of hie nature.

The particular diarae-

teris tics lAlch Otto arguee ought to be understood ae attributes of
Dionysus are important^ for they almost without exception coincide
with the syabolio patterns in The Sibyl, and just aa iaqwrtfuitly, they
shed much ligit w the problem «f ihy ihe Sibyl's vision of god is
finally iamersed in a riddle of (kality and paradox.
Otto develops a portrait of Dionysus which the Sibyl would surely
recognize*
We know him as the iild qpirit of antithesis and paradox, of
immediate presence and oos^lete remoteness, of bliss and hor
ror, of infinite vitality and the cruelest destruction, ihe
elemœt of bliss in his nature, the creative enraptured and
blessed elements all share, too, in hia wildness and madness...
Here we have hit upon a cosmic enigma— the *W9tery of life
which is self-generating', sel^^-creating. The love which M ^ s
towards the miracle cf procreation is touched by madness.^
The passage helps to suggest why Dionysus is such an ideal "god f igure")(almo^ a god sywbol) for Lagerkvist.

First of all, the "mad

god" endaodies the elewntal sourw of tension in human experience,
that source of myatory which is always a mocker of reason— duality,
Ha ia paradoxically a god wno causes immediate and direct unrest in
tho soul, yet wiio is finally "remote" in the sense that he is remote
from human understanding.

He is a god who encompasses the enigmatic

flux of life and death, love and cruelty, light and darkness.
in short, a god who is himself a "cosmic enlgm"—

He is,

a god who encoi^aassee

tlTe elemental mysteries in life, who cannot be reduced to neat theistic
categories, Who is finally a sysbol of all that lies beyond, as Ahasuerus

(Bloomington:

Otto, Dionysus; iîyth and Cult, trans. R.B. Palmer
Indiana Ûniversity Press, l!ÿ6^), p. 136.

Hi
puts it in tbs sequel to The Sibyl, "all the abortions of hwean imag#
Ination."
I think it Aruitful to hold that it is "Dionyeue#"^ and not Apol*
lo* eho "poseeeses" the Sibyl in Delphi^ though thie would only be true
In so far as I have defined the attributes of these gods within the
nontext of the aovel.^

Such m

approach is justified, I maintain, be

cause the symbolic detail of the novel suM*oarts it, ond one of my w n tral contentiws in thie thesis is that Lagerkvist

a syhbolist nov

elist, a fact which has not been heretofore sufficiently recognised.
Let us look, as a beginnlDg, at the symbe&ic detail of the holy
of holies, where as Pythla the Sibyl ie ostensibly to be filled with
^

spirit of lij^t (Apollo).

The holy of holies, according to Otto,

was by the Greeks comaonly considered to be the place where the grave
of Dionysus was located.^

Mere to the point, in sharp contrast to

the temple of light just above it, the holy of holies is dark, moist,
and is permeated with a "faint, sour amell of goat."
three attributes or signals whixA point towarda ^
incomprehensible god throughout the novel.

These are the

presence of the

Darkness frequently func

tions on a symbolic level in Lagerkvist's fiction, slnoe it is an
archetyypl symbol of the mysterious, the unknown, the insorut«bls—
all those areas of ejiperienoe which lie beyond rational coiqurehwsion.

I will put "Dionysus" in quotation marks from here on «it when
I wish to remind the reader that Dionysus is, in a sense, only a device
which Lagerkvist uses to suggest the *hiature" of a "god beyond the god
of theism.
^"^he god finally could be said to encompass both "Dionysus" and
"Apollo", and I do not wish to ignore Parke's observation that ecstatic
experience could be Inspired by Apollo and e v m by Zeus.
^^K)tto, p. lOL.

Ig
In The Sibyl» darkness Is closely identified with "Dionyeue" in delIberate cmtraet to Apollo (the god whom Mise Hamilton aays contains
no darknese at all)^ in order to bnttreee the central motif lAat god
is not neoesMrily "light"— .^i.e#* he ie not necessarily knowable in
rational terme^ though he can be light since all potentiality ie hie.
Moisture, too, according to Otto, ie particularly (by ^le Creeks)
aesooiated wtWi Diwyeus, ae in its several forms it also is an arch
etypal eymbol euggeetive of the "primal myeterlee of all life."!^
significantly, water ia regarded by the worAippers of Dionysus as ^le
carrier of his divine pcwer,^ and it is also a source of Inspired
prophecy.

This may perhaps help to exp&ain why the Sibyl* s hut above

Delphi "always dripped with moisture" (p. $), why the holie of holies
itself ie "wet" end "elisy," idiy the Sibyl is sprinkled with water be
fore she enters the sanctuary, and most eignifioantly, why the river
playe eiuA an Important part in the latter half of the novel.
The "Mur email of goat" ie also an attribute of Dionysus.

Otto

maintains that goats were commonly considered to be the servants or
instruments of Dionysus, since on the one hand Wiey are suggestive of
ea:aial fertility and desire (lechery to later ages), while on the other
hand the Greeks were well aware of "the dark and eerie character of
the animal" whidi made it a "genuine symbol of the two-fold god."^^
Dionysus is a "two-fold" god because of hia dual nature as giver and
taker, and it is vitally ia^ortant to recognise this in the novel.

^Ibid.. p. 161.
^ i d . . p. 162.
17lbid.. p. 169.
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siDoe it is finally Lagerkvist's intention to suggest that god is a
presence or a force or even a life "sap" ubieh jW two-fold, both evil
and good, both creative and destructive, both life and death.

Renee

the euggestiveness of Wie goat as a symbol of duality is one of the re
current streams of syidwllc continuity and reinforcement shich cmdbine
to buttress the motif of enigpa and paradox in the novel.
The importance of goats In The Sibyl seems self-evident since they
appear, in one form or another, in nearly every crucial scene (e.g.:
«Aen the Sibyl first enters the holy of holies; when she is raped by
a "he-goat"; when edw is guided, later In her pregnancy, to a mountain
hut by goats; when her "idiot" son dotes only on goats while ignoring
his mother's attempts to communicate with him) in the novel.

They are

clearly meant to be seen as syWbolio of the inexorable presence of
"Dionysus" in the Sibyl's life, the presence of a god who is "dark and
eerie" as well as joyous and ecstatic.

More will be sMd about %i s

later.
Finally, though the Sibyl is suMW)*^ to be inspired through in
haling the smoke fsgm the glowing eobers of laurel leaves, and from
chewing the leaves themselves (among other aspects of the ritual), she
herself traces the spirit %Aich fills her to a far different source:
But it wais the fumes rising from the cleft which affected me
most...they were poisonous and nau8erons#*.and the thou^t
flashed thrwig^ ay mind that the cleft was believed by some
to run down into the realms of death, fTom which the oracle
really drew its powers.
(p. W )
If Apollo's Olympaim realm towers above the cyclical flux of life and
death, love and hate, joy and sorrow which is endemic to hwoan experi-
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enlBg, an awakening to the value of natural love and procreation which
in turn are linked w i % the myaterioua "two*fold" god»

(3)

The Sibyl

returns to Delphi, is raped by "Dionysus", and is finally driven fro*
the temple when her pregnanoy la betrayed to the mob*

(L)

Through

perceiving the hidden significance of her "idiot" son's origin and
meaning, the Sibyl achieves a final reconciliation with god throu;^
acknowledging her own limitations (the limitations of reason) lAen
confronted with an inscrutable transcendent reality.

All four of

these sections are ultimately bound together by the central motif— —
god's (as the Sibyl experiences him) "otherness", his paradoxical
and mysterious po*fer whi<di Is foreign to human Understanding—

"attri*

butes" «diloh are summed up in the mocking figure of the idiot son,
(diose "idiocy" is finally symbolic of Lagerkvist's (and tjie Sibyl's)
vision of an unknown ^)d who cannot be reduced to the light of reason,
ikcept for a few brief opening passages, the entire first section
The Sibyl is devoted to Ahasuerus's narration of his fateful en-

19

counter with Christ.

His narration is tied in with the novel's

themes in at least two Important ways.

First of all, like the Sibyl

he has experieneed the hostility and apparent malignancy of a powerful
transcendent "being", but unlike her, he assumes an almost entirely
defiant attitude towards this "being." Why?

On m e level, he is a kind

of negative foil to the "believers" in the twple, since he too anthro
pomorphizes god, thou^i in this case god is reduced to a less comforting

*/We do not learn that this is bis name until we come to The Death
of Ahasuerus. the sequel to The Sibyl. I use his proper narm ai' 'tS'Is'"'"'
point for reasons of sImplifteat ton.
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conceptualizatlon.

If the "believers" cling to an image of god lAich

is untainted by uncomfortable darknees, Ahasuerus *s vision entails an
image which is equally possible # though equally extreme:

To those who love him he gtvea peace, they sey, and he takes
them up witA him into hie heaven; but they say too, that he
hurls those who don't believe in him into hell. If this is
true, then he seems to be exactly like ourselves, just as good
and just ae bad. Those we love we too treat well, and we wish
the rest all the evil there is. If we had the power that he
has, we too, perhaps, would hurl them to damnation for all etemity, though we can't be sure. Only the malignity of a god,
perhaps, could be great enough for that,
(pp. 2S-6)
Already in tAiis passage, lagerkvist is establishing a dichotomy be.
t%#een an experience of god vs. an idea of god, which in turn is con
trasted with the Sibyl's experience.

At the ease time, he ie, throu#^

Ahasuerus, beginning to suggest that ^ e Christian vision also entails
an anthropomorphiaation of ultimate being through "reducing" Christ to
the moral duplicity of human patterns of behavior.

But while the Sibyl

eventually recognizes that god is not "like ourselves", and that he cannot be reduced to rational categories of good m d bad, Ahasuerus remains
hounded by an image of god as "evil like ourselves" throughout the novel,
ehich in the lagerkvistian world is as serious œ
the theocracy makes in Delphi.

error as that which

In the sequel to The Sibyl, The Death of

Ahasuerus. Ahasuerus too finally realizes this through discovering that
the image or conception of god which has plagued hia almost endless life
is false.
Another and more significant tie between Arasuerus and the novel's
themes is the fact that his narration introduces a contrast between a
specifically Christian vision of god and the Sibyl's.

The repeated

20
allusions to Christ and to Mary ahich both b@ and the Sibyl utter are
clearly meant to Ènduce within the reader an awareness of the vast gulf
Which separates their ejfperienoe of god from a "conventional" Christian
"experience" of him.
these contrasts.

Moreover, there is a deliberate parody involved in

The Sibyl's rape by "Dionysus", the fact that she is

driven to seek shelter when her bi%"th pangs strike, her giving birth to
an "idiot" son of god, and finally %ia

son's

return to

his"home", are

almost certainly meant to parody the Christian version of the Immaculate
conception, the birth of Christ, and the resurrection and ascension.
Why?

Lagerkvist 's personal view, so far as I understand it, is that

the Christian vision too, like the Institutional vision of Delphi, is
an anthropomorphizing of the power which lies beyond all the construc
tions of human Imagination.^

Yet, %ough he quarrels with Christian

theism, one should not assume he is debunking "religion" Iteelf.

One

of his primary concerns in The Sibyl, and in most of his later fiction,
is to suggest the potential for vital religious ej(peri#ioe in an age in
lAlch Intellectuals frequently assume that, if the god of theism is "dead",
then all gods are dead.
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True, his "god" Is both unreachable and In-

comprehensible (like Tillich's "being in iteelf"), but he is also a god
kdio cannot be theistically destroyed.
At the and of the novel, when the
with god, Ahasuerus is still "cursed",

Sibyl achieves her"reconciliation"
still

condemned

toseek an answer

20oberholaer, p. 132.
2lThe fact that Mietsscbe's "obituary" is so easily tossed around
In much contemporary literature and criticism is a marvellous illustra
tion of Wiat Lagerkvist means by "self-satisfaction. " Certainly the
statemant "god is dead" has now become an insidious cliche, having taken
on the stale odor of words without real meaning though accepted as truth.
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to hia qteat for underat&Dding,

Tbla ia important, ainoe the caaw-

leaa quest of Ahaauerua may be w e n as Lagerkvist's way of saying that
the questions he asks the Sibyl are eternal.

Suob questions are never

finally resolved, but as a dramatic device they successfully lead into
the Sibyl's narrative of her own experiei%e.
The remaining four sections of the novel are for the most part
narrated by the Sibyl.

From a stylistic point of view, Lagerkvist

mixes a present and past perspective in her narration, w^iloh makes
difficult any attempt to chart her growth as a character.

It is possi*

ble to argue that there really is no character growth in the novel.
Yet it ia not true that Ijie Sibyl is a static figure like Barabbas or
the dwarf in The Dwarf, since her idiot son's disappearance does lead
to a fundamental change In her attitude towards experience.

What

movement there is in the novel, then, oan be sd&d to dirlve towards
her rec%nition of the true significance of her son's "idiocy".
The first section of the Sibyl's story

be seen aa an awak

ening from ionocance and naivete about god, and about what a transcmident religious experience might involve*
she feels she is "chosen" by god.

It is noteworthy that

This is how she perceives the

"call" frwa De^ihi (with one brief exception) throughout the novel,
and her belief that she was predestined to be possessed by god helps
to account for her sometimes fatalistic attitude towards what happens
to her.

Hence she aays later that "9)iony8Us" would "never forsake

her", could "never give me up", and she is sure that her love for
the one-armed man was bowu) to fail since she was "not meant for
anyone else" but god (p. 9$).

God, in Lagerkvist's later fiction.
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la àlmoat alwaye this kind of mysterious power (something akin to
bi Kafka's The frial) which grips a protagonist and finally
seems to control his or her destiny,

"Dionysus" in The Sibyl is sadh

a god, perhaps significantly so because we finally do not know whether
the Sibyl's love for god is a burden which "Dionysus" thrusts upon her
(she seems to have no choice in the events which lead her to Delphi in
the first place and which govern her life thereafter), or whether dhs
herself chooses to abide by the demands of this love as her highest
value*

I suspect that, though the Gibyl's love for gpd lies at the

core of her entire eaperienoe and attitude towards the transcendent
world, #he, like Barabbaa, Ahasuerus and Tobias, is chosen to be filled
with "god".

Conscious choice eeema to be of very little iaporta&M* :üi

the novel (or in any of Lagerkvist's works) in connection with religious
experience, which suggests that sudh experience may entail more ]n»cognition of what actually is rather than any conversion to a system of
beliefs.

Certainly the Sibyl's life is focused upon a struggle to

understand the reality of mystery and power with which she is confronted,
a struggle which is broad enough in terms of what it could inclwd* to
extend to almost any man's experience, since only a fool Wkould deny
that tne totality of experience is not both mysterious and powerful
in its impact upon the imagination.
Ifhen the Sibyl is first called to Delphi, sheis innocent and
naive.

The description of her home lifeestablishes that she knew

next to nothing about Delphi, about sex,and about people in general*
She says of herself that she was like a child, and we are asked to
see, I think, ner expectations concerning what god would be lika laa
childish and even shallow.

These are theistic (the theocracy would
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ftod nothing unusual in them) expectations*
There are three things which the Sibyl expects of god before she
first enters the temple*

She wants to be f#lled with "light"—

to un

derstand, like the "believers", the god who will possess her, to under
stand him as if he were a human being with human drives, desires, attri
butes, etc.

This la why she is so perplexed by all the mysterious (dark)

aspects of the inner sanctuary, and finally of god himself, when she is
first embraced in his Dionysian rapture.

The second and third things

she expects are closely related to the first.
wants security (p. hO).

She wants peace and she

On one level, she is denied these things with

god precisely because she does not "understand" him.

Mankind is lahnyrs

in fear of the unknown, of the darkly mysterious, and a compulsion to do
away with the mysterious or the unaccountable phenomena of experience is
a universal characteristic of post-Reformation Western man,

Rational

comprehension of experience does not always promise peace and security,
but it does provide a substitute In the form of imagined (for all intents
and purposes it is real) control or mastery over experience (the scienti
fic impulse?).

Yet reducing the mysterious to the comprehended entails

a limiting of experience, since what is inherently amorphous is "squeezed"
into conceptual patterns which may distort and even falsify it.

[Oils

is something the Sibyl, in sharp contrast to the priests who "Interpret"
her ravings in the "light" of reason, cannot do with god*
Security. Peace* How could I desire such things? How could I
believe I could find such things in his embrace? How could 1 ask
security of god? God could not be as I wished him to be, as I so
much wanted him to be. He could not. God was not security and
reoose and rest. He was unrest, conflict, and uncertainty.
(p. 52)

2L
IMba key sentanoe la "God cowld aot be aa I wished him to be."

Though

she has scarcely begun her narrative when she makes this statement, it
Is really a kind of refrain in the novel, for In contrast to the priests
on one hand, and her parents on the other ("they ordered their own:M&"
lationahip with god"), the Sibyl never really questions the right i&f jgwd
to be and to remain a mystery*

Unlike Barabbas, and later Ahasuerus, she

is from the beginning willing to acknowledge that "Dionysus", despite tms
fact that he has disappointed her human dhelres for peace, security, jand
understanding, is still a god and therefore not subject to human limita
tions, though like Job she questions god within an awareness of her own
finiteness.
By ths end of the first section, the Sibyl*s basic experience of
god and her attitude towards it have been established.

Her raptur

ous experience In the holy of holies becomes her life, and she is imwM»
than ever an outcast from her family and from the entire Delphic community,
especially the latter since she is tainted with mystery.

She says i%f

herself that she "existed only for god", that she had "no life of iqy
own", and that she was "no longer a person in the usual meaning of the
word" (p. 72).

But just as her parents* faith in Gala seems dependent

upon their ignorance of the darker side of god (the Sibyl says thqy
"had no idea" of "god's might and depth and dreadful power over the
human soul"), so is her own faith grounded in a kind of innocence «uwl
ignorance.

Though she is well up in her thirties when she returns tuxse

upon her mother's death, she has had no sexual experience (as "god's
bride" she was expected to practice strict chastity) and she knows i&oWiIng about "natural" love,

Hence the second section of the novel iuvbbnas

#
her la another kind of awakening—

thie time an awakening to the world

of adulthood, eexuallty, and human love, bet alao an awakening, though
not conscious, to another Intimation

the power of "Dlonysne**

For

as the novel develops, it becomes clear that "Dionysus" le meant to Ibe
seen ae the power which sprouts in procreation, the power of joy and
new life, ae well as the darkly mysterious source of suffering and
death*
The Sibyl's return to the family farm home outside of Delphi draws
us into a familiar lagerkvistlan realm of teasion between the "earthly",
the "natural", or as the Sibyl herself chooees to call it, the "real"
world and the mysterious world of transcendental meaning and involremenb
in human affairs.

The world of the Sibyl's parents 1* the world of Gala,

tha Earth Goddess whom they worship (p* 3$) and who sums up t%8 inalwae
thqy live by*

This is a world which Is predominantly physical and nat-

uralv— deeply rooted in the cyclical order og growth and decay, sowing
and reaping, life and death—

and which is both symbolically and actually

an antithesis to the world of spiritual values, or their negation, whidh
Delphi represents*

The world of Gala seems to rest upon an instinctive

and non-reflective bond between man and nature, something which is sup
posed to have ended in its ideal form with the lose of Paradise but
which is revived periodically by romanticists who think they koowTdwkb
it is like to "live on the soil"*

But though there is a naive ignaliby

to the world of Gala, its values are not grounded in escapism but rather
in acceptance of physical reality,

lagerkvist portrays the jB&rth (kxl-

desa#8 "realm" in this way, I believe, in order to deepen the contrasts
between natural love and "divine" love, but finally to suggest tiSb
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tbese seemingly dissimilar "worlds" ultimately rest upon the earns souroe
of mysterious fruitivs and regenerative powBr---"DlonyBus"*
The tension between the world of Gala (natural love) and tbs ifodUi
of "Dionysus" is most poignantly introduced in the mother*s death-bed
scene.

The Sibyl Is dressed in the bridal gown of Apollo:

IHowlf/dhe /&sr mother^ stretched out her emaciated band and
fingered my bridal gown, the stuff of it, without comprehend
slon* It must have seemed to her that I was masquerading— »
as Indeed I was* She must have thought so— «she who had really
been a bride and borne children to a man and loved ihlm j%ad
(p. 72)
It is true that the Sibyl, as "god's bride", is divorced from the
natural world of human love and sexuality, which is nearly the same,
at least from Lagerkvlst's point of view, as being divorced from the
divine in human life.

But is he then suggesting that the world of

Gala and the world of "Dionysus" are inevitably incompatible?

It

might appear so, since the Sibyl's parents seem only to be aware of
one facet of the divine;

they have no fear of death, they believe

only in a goddess who is bénéficiant to man and nature, and at Idu;
same time they seem ignorant of the darker spiritual farces iwhldh
grip their daughter In Delphi*

It is the Sibyl's Intense morhl

ness (her sense of duty to god and her knowledge of the extent of 1WM*
moral pollution in Delphi), moreover, which seems to prevent her from
reestablishing a harmonious relationship with the natural world*
The tensions between "natural" and "Dionysian" love are of cmuM**
more sharply drawn in the Sibyl's affair with the one-armed man. Their
love affair begins in a characteristically Lagerkvistlan w%y:

thqy imxht
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l%y g gprlag whicb la this ooval, as la tà@ aeqael, la auggeatlva of the
(ktanwkl layiiljkBaJl mgrpeieafdk <%f 4%h@ inaükuaiaJL ois)*:' (td* SÜ»gï*8 acdthenr «w&ÜL*
ttte ispiriry; *4iedLy<' stncN) ILt (La atiLrmad bgr t^va jucfîLaiJble j^Lrygar a#| @%*d)
idiigda ILn tuais **i(%58t*te ^be ac/atwaiMLows (hK&ltyr o:T taio *t#m"dreld" tNadag*
idb* ia iH>

(i raypt, oJf tdio !3(ü&ura]. oiidg]» tdiat; a ia«N*t*i arwi ]p*$p*R*KPad:l(*&

irltaiel la; ewadkaBduo i>o ï)la%OGnDla*& T#«?abLip Ifi sw&ojr Cünaedk

Ibit TWbll*;

iBkw; ZÜSgrl issue euc&awrijaDaBd oxiïy tkwB "aqpli'ttaïQl" pKMMaaaalmi cdP 'Dlampipue#,
abMS ligf: is>K*&lt*;d iapMMPcnt ipf tbwa ;)ogr la (dbaraiiial. p**a**a«HGl<8i, iüBog*»
ta** iBSHif*» ()f ieuiipi%l*g lia t%»%" «kPfWprSjp&iLoc cxP :%%r fljrat sw&xaiaJL awqpswri*»

*B (*t

5\*r tkw» iCiirat tlsa; ][ ;*%%N*riuatic(Nl 'Loip*.k*.;&ba nx&rvel cxf IM
»1> Iwaiisg
jsJLorw», ojP ian#*tüw*r pewnpwk txiljag lit aa*, ]%%#; owaripaûL ;%C SNxdarsMsiag
j&oupttusup SBOK* twelag agfSMeljP 4*ad)r*e*M3, «usd (xf fsKillcy; ft ixpsdPcRiodl,
sdLld sta&ladTaKitiLoKk Ika zagr pHBWM&pjTu]. bwodjr sfiteb, ffljüwmit ahwsypa
kztsnflag lit, iaiu) stlaaïqra Ixyojgad jroar tdijjB*
(p. 66)

Ib* Sibyl adda that abe and her lover aade lav» 11k* ta* %*ale*la" !üt
oatare— eut in the open. In the wind mad the rain end the eue, Whldb
la of course a place far different fro* t&* dart end mwsty etaeapher#
of the holy of hollo** More importantly, her lover lea source of IWM*
peace and security which gad *oo*ld not be"$
Yes, with him there was safety, safety at last*..if only god eouW
lot ae beep it*—*ho could never bo safety.
(p. 69)
Mho lie** prove to he ironic because the 8ibyl*G later eaperlence im
plicitly affirm* that it la "hlonysus" w o lights the sparks of n&t^Mil
love.
We do net know if it really is "Dionysus*, or the Sibyl*8 own cornait*
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ment to hlm which finally lead* to the end of the affair.

Phe iqpd&dU-

Ism of this aeotlon eeeme to suggest that "Dionysus" Is both an inner
*UKl *ui (Mibar :realtty, laxlstlng both as "thoughts" which plaggs the Sibyl
and as an external and active metaphysical fore*.

iKhy, for example, does

she always assoiolate the scent of pine needles and a dull roar of a rivar
with her first experience of "human happiness" in sexual union?

On a

physical level, of course, she was first possessed by the one^anmwiimaa
on a bed of pine-needles near "the river".
is the tree most sacred to Dionysua,22

But symbolically, Ww*

and water, as mentioned before,

was considered to be the agent of his divine power in nature.
it is "the river" which imthe most crucial

]finall%

in this section,

since it functions as a symbol of the Sibyl/s consciousness of !har («**mitment to god and to chastity (many Dionysian sects, saya Otto,
mended strict chastity among the god's followers), and as an actual
instrument of divine observation and apparent vengeance.
Tdhether the river is an external or internal symbolic reality, or
both, it clearly Intimates the inexorable power of "Dionysus" to govern
the natural order, and perhaps to intrude into it.

It is the l&Uq^L's

thoughts about the "river" which begin to poison her joy in aatOMLl
almost from the start.

Jgst after she has first betrayed her vow laf

chastity to god, for example, she says that she;
...began to think it had been very wrong of us to forget the
river, and not even to look at it. Perhaps it was angered Ibacauss of that..«there is no river which is not divine; this
one by its mighty roar showed us that it was...I could still
hear its menacing thunder...and now in my solitude It fright
ened me.
'^sottoY'p.167.
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Moreover, she says that rivers do not easily forgive, and It la her
belief that ths "river knew* about her transgression which eeeas to
lead her to believe that god too knows (p. 89)*

Certainly It

tn%»

that whenever the Sibyl thinks of the river she thinks of god, and of
what she believes to be the irreconcilable tension between her desire
for human love and her commitment to gpd;
God? God? Would he forgive ms this that I had done? I
belonged to him; I was his bride. Yes, truly. But I was
human too* I was a human being, a woman like all other
women..,! was chosen by god; I was gpd's elect. But I was
also chosen by the life of this earth, by ordinaryliuman
life, to live it* I was chosen by love, by a man who loved
me, who wanted to possess me and whom I wanted to possess.
I was his bride. God's bride— -and his*
(p. 88)
Anyone who has "quarreled" with god, or with the idea of a trans
cendent beings should easily understand the amotion lurking be
neath ths Sibyl's comments.

For it seems sadlpytrua that any theistic

vision impinges upon man's freedom---freedom to be a natural being
living in a natural world and obeying natural impulses*

Certainly

the Sibyl discovers she cannot be both "God's bride and his."

Just

as with Ahasuerus, Barabbas, and Tobias, the transcendental world
demands all or nothing;

it* "call" is a kind of spiritual duty whidh

cannot be shirked, despite the fact that the highest "call" of human
life, which is unquestionably the "call" to love and to create new
life, is also in a sense (Lagerkvist would say it ig) divios*

iniis

is the tension which Adam faced and which Lagerkvist wisely makes no
attempt to resolve.

But he does imply, strongly, that the "call" of

the natural world is a& divine, as mysteriously divine, and ultimately
as valuable as the "call" of the transcendent, but only if it is ins-
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garded a* euob, as la the oaaa with the 8ibyl*a pareata.

It la another

way of saying that the divine la present in the moat common, yet moat
pracioue, areas of human exparlanea.
The Sibyl aeema predestined to lose her lover, ironically be
cause her love for him becomes in many ways similar to god'e love
for her;
;%y passion was like a savage chasm that sought to engulf hi*.
And I saw that it frightened him*,.Yes, my love iwae too jgnadt.
Too much love cloys the beloved, but that I didn't know or
understand*,,He recoiled before this excess, this wiW lawinggration that was so foreign to him and his world---to the se
curity and reality in which he lived.,.Bo, my love isas of 1üu*
wrong kind; it did not belong there. In spite of isverythüy; I
did not belong to this world, the real world of men; I was not
meant for it,
(p. 9$)
The Sibyl's love, and even her language, is a deliberate parody of
god's love for her,

"Dionysus's" love too is like a "savags

and it too causes her fear, and is foreign to the "real" world acd
to human needs for peace and security,

Why this parody?

Lagsdkvisb

is, I would think, asking us to look at the nature of love, jmnd 1w>
perceive the impossibility of determining whether one kind
more divine than another if both are passionately experienced,

lUrn; jüi
Ik*

this as it may, in the final analysis it is the Sibyl's too intense
(too "unnatural" or "Dionysian") desire to possess her lover which
leads to the end of the affair, for he ceases to lover her ohlyiübmo
she becomes too ardent and too demanding of him^ just as god is too
ardent end too demanding of her.
But "Dionysus" is something more than an internal or psychic
reality lodged in the Sibyl's coneclousnems.

"He" is also a gad idw*
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intrude* Into human affatra—

the one-armed man 1* found dead by

river, though Instead of a pine cone he clutches a twig of laurel in
hie hand*

Just as in the holy of holiee, the fusion of a symbol of

"Dionysus" (the river) with a symbol of Apollo (the laurel trig) sug
gests the radical duality of this god---* "two-fold" god who is both
light and darkness, a giver of ecstasy and of rapturous spiritual
procreative jOy, but who is also a "taker" who is evidently a part of
the death as well ae the life process.

One could, in point of fact,

accurately say that he is a god of death as well as of lifa (the jfiMKP
carries her lover's blood within its flow), and the suggestion is laob
aoc&dental.

The entire novel flows out of lagerkvlst's initial assump

tion that, if god is the creator and the moving principle of ths worW
man know and live in, be is also the "creator" of death.

This is rank

heresy from a Christian point of view, but it is only a beginning step
in the series of evidently heretical parodies of the Christian vision
which make up the second half of the novel, and which have the cumula
tive effect of affirming that god is something more than any theologi
cal conceptualisation of him.
The rape scene is in a sense a culmination of ths Sibyl's whole
experience of "Dionysus", since it encompasses ths flux of flesh and
spirit, love and fear, pain and desire which have marked it from the
beginning.

The "mighty roar of the river", which she hears iwhüs iged

is raping her, suggests that the act is anything but arbitrary*
What happened was just as I was losing consciousness I smsllad
a sour stench of goat; and the god in the shape of the black
goat, his sacred beast in the cave of the oracle, threw itself
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upon me and aaeuaged itaelf and me la a lore act in iwhlch pain,
evil, and voluptaouaneas were mingled.,.a stranger powesBed me,
mastered me---a wild and terrible power which atanaed ineivitb
its ruthless enormity*..While it was going on I heard the laigdyr
roar of the river as never before.
(pp. 102-03)
Dionysus was known for his ability to change himself into a goat, parti
cularly a he-goat, black in thie caee because Lagerkvist iwishes to em
phasise the mysteriously evil and dark aspects of his being.
aot itself extends into two levels of parody.

The seaual

On one level, its phy

sical qualities, its mixture of pain and desire, consciousness and un
consciousness, suggest a parody of the Slbyl*s "spiritual" possession
by "Dionysus" in the holy of holies.

On a deeper level, the rape can

be seen as a deliberate parody of the Christian version of the DmmK>nlate Conception.

"Dionysus", instead of engendering a savior of imm&-

kind out of love and morcy, ruthlessly rapes his "elected one" out of
seeming envy and malice.
IWhy ühis parody?

Lagerkvist has been suggesting something from

the beginning which the paeody helps to bring to the surface—

god may

be, as toe Christians affirm, "light, love and truth" (as revealed in
Christ), but he may also be darkness, evil, and "meaninglessness".

Lag

erkvist has always quarreled with traditional Christian explanations
of evil and its relationship to gpd^), and this novel is built iqpmna
vision of a god who encompasses all things, including the irealms of
"darkness".

That god could be the creator of evil as wall as of good

is heresy from a Christian point of view, but everyone knows idhat TKüwl

Cf.

Oberholaer, p. 131,
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of theological quagmire thia belief leads in to, witness Augustine, Aquinas,
and Milton,

In "The Clenched Fiat" lagerkvist says that Christianity

will "disappear like every other religion,though the mysterious "godin
which all theistic systems try to "capture" will remain.

In all three

of the trilogy's novels, the major protagonists affirm that god lies
beyond the powers of human conceptualisation, and this motif is ipart.
Icularly strong In The Sibyl,

The parody of the Immaculate Conception,

then, may be seen ae lagerkvlst's way of suggesting (ths idhole of &we
Sibyl's experience also suggests this) that the Christian vision, or
the Christian view of God, is only one way of responding to the mystery
whihh ia "Dionysus,"

It is not necessarily the wrong way (there is no

right or wrong way), but for lagerkvist himself, judging from the short
autobiographical stories, "Father and I" and "Guest of Reality," found
any mystical experience of tbs unknown, whether It be the death of his
grandmother or a sudden apprehension of threatening forces in nature,
more believable than any theistic explanation of it.
The parody of the Immaculate Conception leads to a fhrthar
of the birth of Christ, and finally to a parody of the Ascension,
through which the contrasts between the Sibyl's encounter with tha lanknown and the traditional Christian vision are extended and deepened.
That "Dionysus" is guiding the Sibyl's destiny, and that he lhas samehow chosen her to bear him a son, seems evident when one looks at ths
symbolism following the rape scene.

"STIbid.

After her expulsion from Delphi,

3k
àhe la literally auetalned by "Dlony8ua"---8he live* on goat*a milk
and protects herself from the winter by wearing a goat-skin.

Whethar

the goats which always seem to surround her are seen as servants of
"Dionysus" or as personifications of the god himself, they are clearly
something more than goats.

They oome to the Sibyl of their own accord

because, as She sees it, they are attracted to her, and throughout they
are seen Iby her as

sensient.

Earlier in her

narrative, she had asked

herself, "Could itbe that gpd would want to save the child?"

The life*

sustaining milk ofthe goats seems surely to be "Bis" answ&r.
The birth of "Dionysus's" son, just like the conception, is des
cribed in exaggeratedly physical terms, in contrast to the Christian
version of the birth of Christ which, of course, stresses only the psacs
and the wonder and the hope of Christ's nativity.

We know nothing of

Mary's labor pains, but the birth of the "idiot" son of "Dionysus" is
contrastlvely built upon an atmosphere of violence, pain, land eerie
mystery,

Christ's birth could be seen as an answer to Ahasuerus's

earlier questions about his destiny and the destiny of man; t w IbirWi
of the "idiot", rather than providing answers, seems only to raise loans
questions— who is he, why is he, for what possible reason has he been
born? All of these questions (and others) suggest a comparatively sim
ple truth which is found in much of lagerkvlst's fiction;
uncertain, the unexpected, the unaccountable*

god is tbs

As the Sibyl Ibter re

flects upon ths birth and all the events which led up to it, dbe laqys
essentially the same thing;
With him anything may happen# He reveals himself at any time i&nd
and in anything. The thunderstorm that drove me into the cave, the goats
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that were sent to taka care of me, the searching summer, (dWLqpMI
with unparalleled neat, the birth in the goat cave while heaven
Iburled its lightnings at the earth, the queer behavior of the goata,
their eager interest in the birth of the baby, the vile,repugnant,
ev*nts In the goat cava— -what lay bidden behind all that?
Something divine? Something, ormely, savagely divine?
(p. 136)
Ironically, the Sibyl's birth pangs, her violent agony, her feeling of
being rent to pieces, end her shouts seem to be an obviously quite adb.
tie parody or echo of her possession by "Dionysus" in the holy of holies*
"Dionysus" is then, within the novel, linked with three of the most ele
mental physical realities (and mysteries) of life— -procreation, child
birth, and death.

Lagerkvist has implied all along that the divine is

both physical and spiritual*

is deeply rooted in the mysteries of

the physical world (the enigmatic darkness which is death), the iqysb&r*
ious joy of physical union, the miracle of spring) as well as in the
ungraspable super-sensory world.

This la thy, I am sure, Lagorkvisb

so repeatedly emphasises the concretely physical, almost tungihla, tnyra
in which "Dionysus" reveals himself*

in smells and odors (the sour

stench of goat or the fragrance of pine-scent), in a feeling of damp
ness and moisture, in a river, in a thunderstorm, in a tree, or i&s
the Sibyl finally acknowledges, in a turf altar or an ear of corn,
fhere is no escaping the implication that god, if he is a part i&f üw
physical cycle, must also be involved in the evils of the natural iworld.
But even if this is true, Lagerkvlst's vision of "Dionysus", precisely
because it posits his immanence in the natural cycle, also posits his
immancence in the realm of ordinary human experience.

Lagerkvist is

possibly suggesting, then, that the Christian vision of experience (i&&eepting the visions of near mystics sudh as St. Teresa), which has ternial
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to emphasize the spirituality of God and His remoteness from ths
world of man and nature, may obscure and devitalize the primal roots of
religious experienee—

man's apprehension of the divine in ths iwadUd (üf

sight and sound and smell.

It is finally a pagan vision whidh lee dia&onKP

emergent in The Sibyl, but it is no more so than D. H. lawremBS'a (wr
even Albert Schweitzer's.
The concluding section of the novel is constructed around the en
igmatic figure of the "idiot" son#

His ascension is the culminating

touch in lagerkvlst's parody of the Christian vision, and it is what
he represents, which in a sense sums up everything Lagerkmtst has said
about a god who lies beyond the god of theism, though, ironi&illy, IWw
more we learn about the "idiot" son the more theistic he becomes---an
inevitable result of the limitations of human speech.
The question which lies just below the surface of the section, and
which Includes the questions raised by the totality of the Sibyl's ex
perience, is why is the son of "Dionysus" an "idiot".
so by his mother?

Why is he regarded

If she has been mistaken about him, why is this so?

Tühat is it finally that this mysterious "Idiot" with the crooked smils
is meant to represent?
The fact that we can have no sure answers to these questions is
the answer to them#

The "idiocy" of god's son, in other words, is a

comprehensive symbol suggesting the Irrational and uawmswerable ways
in which god may run counter to human understanding and expectations.
The "idiocy" is then essentially symbolic of god's "otherness", Ihis in
comprehensibility and mysteriousness, the enigma wnich lagerkvist Ibzlieves lies at the core of all potential value in life, and üiihh iio
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man can graap r&tlqoally.
Ehere exlabs a fundamental irony in thia final section,

Tbe Sibyl,

who of all the characters in the novel Is most eaorntiatingly aware of
god*s otherness, baa apparently not boen able to acknowledge her eon
as the son of "Dionysus" precisely because of his "idiocy"—
remoteness from the real* of human comprehension,

i«e,a his

]&ence what embitters

her most is the fact that her son is not a "man", not anthropomorphic;
Begotten by god? God*8 son— -an idiot who is not even a man?
A child which if it lives will be a poor idiot without under
standing, not even knowing that he is alive; an idiot idUai a
meaningless smirk and a mind like a new-born babyts,
(p. 13$)
iBer statement is ironic because the one thing w&icb stands out most
from her experience *ith "Dionysus" is the fact that he is i&nyüMUhg
but Ihuman or like a man, but also because the reader Inevitably thinks
of Christ, whose Importance for mankind rests upon the mystery of the
Incarnation, upon God's becoming "like a man". The Sibyl clearly re
cognises that "Dionysus" himself is not anthropomorphic, though ahs
later qualifies the fbllowing statement:
*»#h@
1* the most inhumsn being there is.,,The divine
is not human; it is something quite different. And it is
not nbb&& or sublime or spiritualised, as one likes to be
lieve, It is alien and repellent and sometimes it is mad
ness,
(p, 137)
But, as the Sibyl has experienced him, this is surely an ironic
comment about "Dionysus" in light of her inability to accept his
son.

She persists in believing that her smiling idiot boy cannot

be god's because he is not "like a god" (p. 137) and because he is
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like no hnman being*
I had to bear thie wltlees eon, aho is amockery of man—
and of man— a mockery of me who had to bear him*
(p. 138)
jWi irony bo end all ironies;

of reason

the Sibyl cannot believe in her son's divin*

ity becanee he is a "mockery" of reason-— as if her whole tortnons re*
lationship with "Dionysus" Thaa not been just such a mockery.
throughout the novel has mocked her efforts to conceptualize him, to
understand him rationally.

God is a mockery of reason, and of man too,

since he encompasses all those areas of experience which no man can
rationally grip or reduce to the "light" of reason.
embodiment of God's light—

If Christ is the

the promise of rede ption, the answer to

man's questions about his destiny— the "idiot" son is lagerkvlst's
ironic foil to Him, since he brings not light, or hope, or promises,
but only the vague intimation of a remote sod enigmatic power beyond
man'e reach or understanding.
The "id&ot" son's disappearance is the catalyst through which
the Sibyl realizes that ahe has misunderstood him, his origin, and his
significance.

Inexplicably, the "idiot" son "returns" to the

of gpd" because, ae the Sibyl perceives it, "The father has fetched him
home" (p. ILL).

The mountain functions as a kind of parody of the

Christian heaven, since it is both "w&ite and dark", covarsdiviWi
lasttng s#ow (once again the moisture), and "mysterious".

The "return"

is beyond doubt a parody of Christ's Ascension into Heaven, and lag*
erkvist has Ahasuerus bring it to the surface in order to set the con
trast in relief*

The ironic implications of Ahasuerus's statement re

sult from both the tone of his comments and from the fact that the eo-
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tire Ohriati&n vlalon of eigoificance In sacrifiée Is implicitly called
into question:
He yRbasuerus^ reflected that the son of god who was the source
of hie own appalling fate,.«was said to have ascended into heaven
from a mountain, too, and waa received by ths father-god in a
cloud, if one were to believe those who worshipped and loved him.
But he had first been crucified, which according to them mads
him extraordinary and his life full of every sort of meaning and
significance, for every age* Whereas this son of god seemed to
!have been born merely to sit at the dim entrance of a ruinous
jgoat hut and look out over the world and the breed of men and
their many inventions, and his own magnificent temple, and
laugh at it all.
(p. 1Ü6)
the parody?
as a whole#

Jin answer depends upon who one views the novel

But in line with all that Lagerkvist has Implied about

the mystery of the transcendent, the "idiot" eon's return may be seen
as god's way of enlightening the Sibyl to the meaning of meaningless
ness*

jihasuerus speaks for Lagerkvist, I believe, when he gays that

the son "must have come into the world just to show that meaningless
ness, too, is divine" (p. 1&7 )« fhe meaning (the "famous answers") of
Apollo, the meaning which the priests claim to perceive, is never (%&.
perienced by the Sibyl*^^

But what, finally, is the meaninglessness

which Ahasuerua says ie divine?

It is surely something more than the

"idiot" son himself* All through the novel, meaninglessness has been
equated with what is unknown, ungraspable, "Dionysian", with all those
areas of experience which are real but at the same time wholly or part-

25of course meaninglessness is meaningful, and in this senss
the Sibyl does experience the "meaning" of the divine. The distinction
I wish to make is this# She Sibyl, unlike Apollo'e priests, knows noth
ing about the will of end# her knowledge of "Dionysus" extends only so
far as her experience, and the latter only affirms that questions rather

ko
l&lly incomprahenalble yet valuable if eeea aa a part af a ^nu%M%Rü*Mdb
cyclical regenerative order.

The divine, implies lagerkvist, ia qysUwqr-

the mystery of procreation, of spring, of spiritual communion

(ui

enigmatic pomer so remote that human language is inapplicable to it,
and finally of death iteelf, the "holy land" which Ahasuerus yearns :for
in the eequel.

Who finally can penetrate, as the priests of Apollo

claim to do, into the core of mystery-— of love, of spring, of iprocreation, of death?

Are they not all something more, necessarily,

than ordered forms poured into the molds of human conceptualiaation?
Lagerkvist, as I see it, is asking us to perceive the mystery in ^Ife
as a kind of god. Ibahiod whidh lies an attitude towards experience
which is vitally religious, and which is sharply opposed to tie "I
have seen them all already" syndromic sterility of 21iot*s modem ««Bi#
The idiot son, then, may be taken as symbolic of life's persistent and
unaccountable mysteries which are ultimately the fountaihhead of AIL
religious experience.
Why then does the idiot son smile?

Ahasuerus says the smile la

like a smile he had seen on an ancient image of a god st Delphi, a
sails both "enigmatic and remote, at once meaningless and inscrutable,
A smile neither good nor evil, yet fbr that very reason frightening" (p.
Ik7),

One may presume that lagerkvist is alluding to the archaic anils

worn by the kouroi (early statues of Apollo in the Egyptian styls), Was
same smils which captivated Leonardo da Tince,

John Sewall, in his,A

than answers exist. Lagerkvlst's own experience offers a parallel, ]&e
has said more than once that he does not understand Golgotha-— in short,
he does not understand the event which revealed Gbd's will to mankind.

1*1
Hiatory «f Western Art. commente on the kouroi*
Facial aapreesiona usually demonstrate ludicrous lack of
control. If serious, they appear to be either stupid or
eurly; and if a smile is intended, we see the smirk of an
idiot.26
But to the bast of my knowledge, no critic of Greek archaic sculpture
has been able to explain why the kouro has a twisted smile, and this I
am sure is the point.

The wimperfeetions" in the facial expression of

the kouro may not be Imperfections at all, since the period of styls
in which they were created was a period in which the Olympian hierarchy
of gods was not solidified-— the Greeks were atill unsure, one might
aay, about the nature of the "gods", and about their relationship to
man*

The smile might suggest such uncertainty.

Certainly neither the

Sibyl nor Ahasuerus nor Lagerkvist nor the reader knows lAy the son of
god, or the kouro. wears an enigmatic smirk, but it is tne smils of a
god, frightening because it suggests the InexplicablB dualism (^it ie
neither good nor e?!!") of a pre-theistic deity---a god who later ie
revealed or conceptualised as a Gaia, an Apollo, a Dionysus, and fin,
ally as a Christ, but who nevertheless remains, as the Sibyl says,
:riddle which is Intended not to be solved but to exist.
us always.

To exist for

To trouble us always" (p. 1L9).

The "idiot" son's return to the mountain of god solves, iit least
for the Sibyl, the "dark riddle of his origin and significance".

Cer

tainly her final words are balanced in a tone of calm acceptance, as

26john ][. jSenwall^, A H^tory of Western Art (Khswr TRoric* Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, ipëi), p. u7.

k2
when AhaamaruB aaka her if she does not hate the god who has used her
so cruelly:
I don't know who he is. How then can I hate him? Or love
him? I believe I neither hate him nor love him, IWhenI
think about it, it seems to me that such words have no mean
ing when applied to him. He is not as we are and we can never
understand him. Ha is incomprehensible, inscrutable. He is
god— and so far as I comprehend It he is both evil and good,
both light and darkness, both meaningless and full of aiweaning which we can never perceive, yet never cease to puzala over,
(p, 1Ü9)
The Sibyl has conquered, finally, her impulse to "conquer" god thro^gi
understanding him.

She ie ablsto accept his mystery for what it is—--

a total mystery, about which no man can be sure.

She telle Ahasuerus

that god can be "a little turf altar", or a spring, or a "wild chasm",
but her tone of calm acceptance belies her complete acknowledgment that
he is god.

"He" is the mystery which is endemic to human experience

in all ages, the inescapable mystery of all we call the unknown, of
death and of the miracle of regeneration.

This is why, I suggest, the

Sibyl answers Ahasuerus's finals question with a prophecy that, no
matter how man responds to the unknown, lehether he finds it "known" in
Christ or present in a turf altar, or "unknown" in the darkusss <&f iWw*
oracle pit at Delphi, human destiny and the god of "non-theism" will
continue to be Inseparable;
You want me to look into the future, I caa^t do that.
I know enough of the life of mankind and can glimpse enough of
the road that lies before them to know that they can never
escape the curse and the blessing that comes to them from god.
Whatever they may think and do, whatever they may believe or
disbelieve, their destiny will always be bound uo with god.
(p. 122)
Though the fi-ibyl obviously acaieves a reconciliation with the

mysterious god who la her destiny, Ahasuerus clearly does act,

]&e

rema na at the end of the novel what he was at the beginning-— the
Wandering Jew, the subject of a curse he can n&ither understand nor
escape*

His voice, tne voice of impassioned rebellion against the

ruinous impact of the "mysterious" upon his life, is carried into 1W%a
sequel.

The Death of Ahaauerma msnlfeeta almost all of the peculiarities
of style and thought which make criticism of lagerkvist *s works demand
ing.

Once again, thoagb, the symbolic patterns in the novel hold the

key to its snecees or failure.

On the surface. The Death of Ahasuerus

appears to lack unity since there seems to be no obvious relationship
between the story of Diana and Tobias, which constitutes the bulk of
the novel, and the predicament of the title character, who in The Sihyl
has been placed under a "curse" by Christ to wander aimlessly through
the centuries with no hope of dying.

Furthermore, this novel, even more

than The Sibyl m Barabbas. is heavily dependent upon short iconographie
episodes which are meant to function on both discursive and symbolic lavels*

Many of the episodes, moreover, may seem irrelevant to whatever un

ifying motif ths novel might possess, and this problem leads back to
symbolism.
The seeming lack of unity in The Death of Ahasuerus is dealt with
briefly by Richard M. Ohmann in The Commonwwal:
The e»tire story of this book seems merely a scaffold erected
to hold the death-bed of Ahasuerus, and his final thrust at un
derstanding.
Ohmaon's view is that the novel fails because it lacks "...a hard-won
concreteness that stands for and evokes the abstract feeling or thought,"
a failure particularly evidentwith respect to Ahasuerus's death-bed oratlon upon the death of God and the existence of a "god" beyond this God.

(Ximain, "Apostle of Uncertainty," The Oomaunweal.
(November, 1962), 170-72.

Though one may queetioa the validity of applying T.8* EliGt*8 critical
*baod-hold" (Obmann'e comment aurely oaaa much to the "objective correl
ative") to the work of an author who would ehun it aa foreign toIlLe
Intereate and intention* aa an artiat, Ohmann*a remarka are useful be
cause they inadvertently point towards a number of problems idhidb aqy
careful reader of the novel must cope with* problems such ae a Iblurring out of distinctions between "inner* end "outer* reality, an almost
total lack of concern for psychological insight or character "develop
ment" in any traditional #enee, and moat importantly, the difficulty
iraijMWi Ibgr IdagpKPlkvisti's isitum lio tkws liraeMkic «syndbodLjustjjc aww) 4*]qpm»8igi(}0IjBtic tewshniaiue tw* had awadk; use ixf jLn hiLa «laarijr sfiort istwxrijsa.

In

these atcries (e.g., "Savior John" or "Father and I") he plaoes the
TouardeHi lodT "iassunijag" i*qnan*ljr i*i l&hai anasudsHr*:; sJbULljty bo gpnasqp eugoge**ti.on
tairtMigfi isyxdMkl «xnd urxdespsitatxsaNXot, s«id tkw; etyxdholijaa lie 4»»q)l4%ys
largely "private" and therefore difficult to cope with.

The more "pri

vate" the eymbols are, the easier it is for the reader to fail to grasp
tdbe torta]Lit%y i%f Ibhemedklc iaspswst.

l&wdt though thwa iM&xmi porotilSM* eucierta

with TTaa ]Dew&tbi odP jUhaxwmunu;# it is possible to argue that it is a unified
novel.

In point of fact, the giestion of unity ia iteelf of pi-imary im

portance in any atteiqit to establish what issues lageikviet la dealing
with and hi*# 1kbg%y art; iiasolared.
The structure of Ttus Death odP Jlbawsud&rtux cannot be approached with
out first establishing who Ahasuerus is, what he represents, axid how his
spiritual od|^*ey relates to the recurring religious and ethical con
cerns with whiA, lagerkvist is dealing in the novel.

It seems clear Wiat

lagerkvist, with some significant alterations, is working within the
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framewort provided by the legendary "Wandering Jew" myth.

Joaepb Oaer^

in bia The legend of the Wandering Jaw, eummarizee the basic pattern of
the myth aa followa:
The legends concerning the Wandering Jew moat popular in the
Western world are^ naturally, Christian v w e i m , and they are
in accord wi%L ^ Christian concept of salvation. These le
gends revolve about a pereen who rejected or reviled Jesus in
hla hour of sorrcw, and was downed to wander over the earth
until Judgment Day, or until he gained salvation through re
pentance. It ie underatandablm that in the legends the man so
doomed ia presented as a Jaw, since, in the days of Jesus, only
Jews were eilAer hla Disciples and followers, or his repudiators
and detractors. Jbid this Jew so doomed must wander as a symbol
to tne world of the Second Coming— or aa a syË)ol of the re
pentant sinner, or the unrepentant heretic.^
Gaer adds that, tliough

legend has been paaaed on from generation

to generatiw in a multitude of versions which deviate from its cen
tral pattern, it became on a general level "...refin^ into a univer
sal symbol whidi conveyed man*s preoccupation with the enigma of death
and the search for redemption,"^ This ia essentially the aame pattern
found in The Death of Anaauerus. thougi lagerkvist places the issues
of "sin," guilt, and "redemption," aa I hope to eatabliah, within a
humaniatlc rather than a theistic context.
It ia important to rec(%nise that Lagsrkvist^s Ahasuerus, in The
Sibyl, is condemned to wander aimlessly for centuries becau^ he re
cognized no comnon bond with humanity—

Christ to him %as just "like

any other criminal," and he saw no reason lAy he should offer kindness
to a condemned man. His denial cf kindness may be seen as a kind of

*Jo'ee^ (kuer. The Legend of the liWderlng Jew (Hew Trrk* The
Hew American Library of
ütei^tuiw, ïncl, 1961), p. viii.
3lbid., p. 78.
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"fall*--"* "fall" which occur* not through eating forbidden fruit, bat
through the oommieaion of what would be, from Lagerkriat** point of
view, a grievous roral error.

Hi* "aln" 1* not aeen a* a ein against

god but rather a* a "ein" against mankind, and his "fall" i* essentially
a "fall" from a state of ignorance and non-reflection concerning la
condition humaine^
[Qhough the "fall" ie the catalyst Which brings about the awakening
of Ah&susru8 *s moral conscience, iagerkvist strongly implies that his
punishment is Incommeasuratewtth nls error*

Ahasuerus i* then seen as

a prepresentatlve symbol of man in a "fallen" condition living in a fallen
world, burdened with a crippling sense of guilt and injustice,iwho Is
unable to find meaning in existence; he is, in other words, the "victim"
of his own awakened vision—

a vision of bleak existential "reality":

"...doomed to live on in this world...and to possess no other...
and to l&ok about...day after day, year after year, for centuries
and tens of centuries#.and perceive the vanity of all things."*
The meaning of the "curse" itself, however, is puszltng and leads
us into a typically lagerkvisblan realm of ambiguity.

It is possible to

regard it as a psychological phenomenon which is purely Internal.

On

this level, Ahasuerus is "cursed" by his own aWakened moral conscious
ness and sense of guilt (an ^Ancient Mariner" motif), and he ie "cursed"
in the sense that he must come to grips with evil, and with his evolving
vision of the human condition—

an admittedly painful process.

Or one

can take the "curse" literally, in which case Ahasuerus actually is vic
timized by a hostile deity who is too harsh in his demands upon mankind.
This is how he himself perceives his situation.

WFAr'lagerkvist, The Sibyl, trans,
Bandom Idouse, 19S8), p. lltëé

Naoimi IWalford [New IPork:
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A third way of viewing the "euree* is to regard it, and Ahaeuerua himeelf, as eemi-allegorlcal*

fbongh this view would not exclude the first

two (a definite advantage since all three interpretations are illustra
tions of what different levels are Involved in the psychic process of
guilt), it is perhaps the strongest since it is overtly supported by num
erous passages in The Sibyl which suggest that Ahasuerus is deliberately
meant to be seen, not as a character or an individual* but as a kind of
"representative man*" He says of himself, for example, that

b# is a

"quite ordinary" men, "like most others," and that there is nothing ex
traordinary" about him.

As a kind of symbol for man in a "fallen" con

dition, moreover, his search for "redemption" (in this case, death) may
be seen as both a psychological quest and as an actual journqy, since
both are a part of his experience.
Whether or not Ahauserus is an allegorical figure, in the pure
sense of the term, may not be too important.

But the curse, if the

novel is to make sense, must be viewed symbolically.

My own view la

that Iagerkvist does not wish us to perceive it as an actual intrusion
of a hostile deity into Ahasuerus's life, but rather as an idea or im
age of reality and finally of god, which once embedded in his conscious
ness completely disrupts the habitual order of his experience and rather
abruptly poisons his vision of the universe.

Ibe question of why the

curse has this mysterious effect is what links The Sibyl with The Death
of Ahasuerus#

Once he believes he is the victim of a "malignant power"

which never releases him from its "talons," Jlhasuerus becomes completely
alienated from the natural world.

He is severed from his role of hus

band and provider, he becomes sexually impotent, and everything which

he had formerly found beautiful in life (olive treea, vineyard*, hi*
dhlld, ]hi* wife) now aeeme covered with a "gray aah#"

In eaeenoe, he

is therefore severed fro* "DionyBus"*-*from the regenerative & procreative life proceae*

I can offer no other explanation for the moat

crucial symbolic effect of the curae;
mental myetery of the natural order—
life and death.

the disruption of the moat ele
the cycle of growth and decay,

Iagerkvist is suggesting, through hie characteristic

device of pushing particular states of mind and being to their extremes,
a state of total physical and spiritual (the two overlap in lagerkvistf*
vision;

they are Inseparable) alienation within Ahasuerus.

Are we to

believe that Ahasuerus literally cannot die?---is this the level on which
we are asked to perceive his situation?

I think not*

iagerkvist has

"cursed" him in this way, I suggest, because he wishes the reader to
respond to the issue of what is, and what is not, "natural," and to be
gin to question what values are implicit within the "natural life" and
the ways in which they may be negated or lost,

fheee questions lead

into the sequel.
The central issue in The Death of Ahasuerus is ostensibly, as in
The Sibyl. Ahasuerus's struggle to understand the nature of his curse
and to overcome it. But on a deeper level, the novel may be said to
center upon the problem of death (the title implies &hls), and its re
lationship to life, since the book drives towards Ahasuerus's symbolic
reunification with the natural cycle when he accepts death as "life's
sister."

Herein lies tbs key to the unity of the novel, though Lager-

kvist's method of unifying it is not entirely successful, in part be
cause the issue never really surfaces on a psychological or motivational
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level^, but also because he seems to have lost some of his power to
fuse ambivalent attitudes around a central motif (whioh he does succ
essfully in Barabbas and in The Sibyl) out of which an aesthetic whole
can emerge.
Essentially wnat Lagarkvist attempts to do is to establish, through
the persona of Diana (who functions both as a character and aa a sym
bolic embodiment of "naturalism" and the cyclical order of nature),
and through sparse iconographie passages of strange lyric intensity
which celebrate tne richly sensual and mysterious, though transient,
beauty of the "natural" life, a subterrainian debate between two anti
thetical attitudes towards death (and life);

Diana*s and the pilgrims*,

The debate extends into the issues of suffering, freedom, and life ne
gation vs, life affirmation, and lagerkkist's ultimate intention is to
establish a link between what Diana represents and Abasuerus'e final
realization that nis alienation from the natural world is based upon
a misunderstanding of Christ and His relationship to man.

The great

est structural weakness of the novel results from Lagerkvi8t*s failure
to make the "link" more explicit (a failure which stems from his use
of too excessively private symbols), though it is complicated by the
fact that foblas's tale seems to be "out of feint" with the central
motifs as I see them.

As a consequence the novel may easily appear

$A disregard for the psychological "causes" of human behavior, in
any deterministic sense, is of course a salient feature in all of his
fiction. He has always shown a strong distaste for Freud and for the
attitude towards experience which &ies behind a psyohq-analytic approach
to life (Of,, an essay entitled "Modern Theater; Points of V##w and
Attacks"), and it is not going too'far to say that, for all intents and
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ta be hopelessly disjolated.
It seems obvious that Iagerkvist'9 Ahasuerus plays a largely passive
role prior to his death*bed scene (I use the language of drama because
Lagerkvlst uses a "dramatic" technique;

the novel's impact depends more

upon visual imagery and response than upon dialogue or direct statement),
]&e is felt as a gloomy presence who absorbs impressions of the Pilgrims,
Tobias, and Diana without reacting to them overtly*

Yet, as what Diana

represents becomes gradually more clear bo the reader, Ahasuerus too be
gins to respond to the world of nature and of man in a newly vital iway,
though again there cannot be said to exist a cause and effect relation
ship between her symbolic function and his emergence from alienation*
The assoiciations which Lagerkvlst develops between Diana and the
cyclical order of creation are frequently not overt;

they are rather

touched upon through compact symbolic passages, or through recurring
image patterns of lyric intensity which he relates to her passion for
the "natural." Aa is usual in his fiction, he works with understate
ment— a few compact lines often contain symbolic meaning central to
the total thematic structure of the novel.

One such passage occurs

wsen Tobias encounters Diana for the first time in the forest and asks
if he may drink at her spring.

Of particular importance in the following

passage or thematic "prose poem" are tne allusions to hunting, blood, and

purposes, he chooses to make no distinction between the psychological
and the moral levels of human action. This of course leaves him iwide
open to the charge of Ignoring the "realities" of cause and effect in
human experience as a motivational factor over which man may have only
liaited control.

$2
death;
...As she didn't answer
I lay down at the brink, but saw that there was bleed la

the water because sue had been rinsing her dismembered quarry
in it. It made me pause a little...and I noticed then that
her mouth went a little epeeked when she smiled.».*are you
so frightened of a little blood?" she said, with that mock
ing smile."
In Lagerkvist's fictional world, a "crooked" or "mocking" or "ironic"
9
smlls is consistently assoiclated with inscrutable wisdom.
Its Sym
bolic value is "private" in the sense that Christian symbols such as
ths cross or the rose are not, since the latter are supported by a
shared cultural tradition while the former stems from the intensely
personal and subjective world of symbol and myth which Iagerkvist is
working with.

In any event, Diana's crooked smile establishes her

role as the "wise one," and as such she functions as a kind of norm
against which the other characters and issues are measured*

Just libs

the mythical Diana, in her unspoiled condition she is a huntress close
to the earth, close to the life and doath cycle of the natural world
(the mixture of blood and water in her spring surely is an echo of
the "river" in The Sibyl), and close to the mysteriously dual life
process which is dependent upon both fertility and death in order to
endure and reproduce.

Symbolically, then, it may be fair to suggest

that Iagerkvist Intends for her to be seen as an allegorical represent-

oPar'Iagprkvist, The Death of Ahasuerus. trans. Naomi Walford (Me*
York: Random House, 1^6), p. ^1^. All subsequent quotations from the
novel will be cited from this edition.
7cf., the short story entitled "The Eternal Smile," in which the
inscrutable "wisdom" of "god" (the mystery principle) is symbolised by
"his" ironic smile, or, of course, the smile of the Sibyl's "idiot" son.
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atlcn of Bature, something akin perb&pa to the Hlndn mythological view
of her as the primum mobile of the natural world;
She is the prlmum mobile* the first beginning, the material
matrix ont of which ail comes forth. To question beyond her
into her antecedents and origin, is not to understand her...
The meaning io: I j^Giana/^ am the Mother without a spouse, the
Original Mother; *11 are my children."
If one can accept that Diana is a symbolic embodiment of the
natural order of creation, then it is possible to see how Iagerkvist
develops her as a kind of contrapuntal voice to the world of the pil
grims, which is for her an incomprehensible world of transcendental
(supranatural) suffering and joy, eternal life as opposed to cyclical
life, vision as opposed to physical reality— -everything, in fact,
which from a "hatural* point of view represents an intrusion into the
natural order.

The pilgrims* world is, in other words, a structured

thaistlc world, as is Ahasuerus*s, though their separate attitudes to
wards this structure are radically different.

Dlanaig world, by way

of contrast, is finally not structured according to any theological
or even intellect a& conception of experience; it is a world of in
stinct, an emotionally-based world of ebb and flow and constant fluz.
It is a world which gradually begins to draw Âùasuerus out of his selflaceraving vision of himself ae the victim of an "unnatural" curse.
The qualities and attitudes towards experience which lagerkvlst
associates with Diana deepen her image as a representative of "natural.

(ïauRpbksUL, The Masks of God:
The Vlklng Press, 1959)^' p.' Ï6Ï. " " '

Primitive Mythology (jWetf Ihxric:
'
'
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isB" and establish the groundwork for the contrasts he wishes to make
between her and the pilgrims,

Tobias says that "she was like a virgin,

whom no one conld utterly possess," and that "no one can gain any real
power over her" (p, 26), As a character, she resists any sort of com
plete submission to anything outside herself*-#there is within her some
thing which is inviolable and Indomitable,

All of Lagerkvlst's "heroes"

in his later fiction, Barabbas, Ahasuerus, Tobias and Giovanni, dhare
this quality with Diana, a quality which, though indefinable, may be
roughly termed "life sap" in a Laurentian sense, a flowing of natural
strength against the forces of restraint which mighi consume it.

It

lies at the core of Lagerkvist'a vision that anything of value, bo it
ethical or spiritual or aesthetic, results from an intense struggle
between the self (which draws this strength from the "most secret
abyss of nature") and the forces which negate the "natural."^ iWhat
Diana represents is thus linked with Ahasuerus*s unceasing struggle
against the curse, since it is grounded in a rebellion against the
image of a god w o is hostile to human Intereste,
iWhy then does Lagerkvlst portray Diana as a whore in the middle
section of t e novel?

I think ha ie suggesting something about the

relationship between man and the natural order once again.

Tobia*s

rape of Diana may be seen, on a symbolic level, as manktod*s rape of
what iwaa once inherently good and undefiled,

Iagerk**st earlier dealt

with the same issue in a snort story entitled "Paradise," in whidi be
like Milton, argues that mankind "fell" through disrupting the ]harmon-

/Cf.

Obarholeer, p. 131.
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io&B order of creation, tboogk in this etory God wae to blame becauee
he had ordered man to eat of the tree of knowledge.

In any event, even

ae a "whore" Diana repreaente something which can be superficially cor
rupted, but which wi&l resiat total eubmieeion to the end.

Hence, though

aha haa slept with scores of men, aha has really surrendered to none
of the*, and the world of robbers, pilgrims and murderers never oeasee
to appear "strange" and "alien" to her (p* 30)#
In the middle seoti#n of the novel, Diana assumes a dual role.
She is both a spokesman for iagerkvi8t*s recurrent aversion towards
the transcendental aspects of the Christian vision and an example of
the ethical qualités (compassion and involvement in human suffering
in the here and now—

ironically, these are clearly Christian quali

ties) idhidh jihasuarus lacked in The Sibyl,

The latter role is the more

important to the aovel*a resolution since ihasuarus*s release from the
curse is finally attained through &s parallel identification with the
misery of mankind.
Diana regards the group of pilgrims, who represent the kind of
closed and self-contained religious community which Iagerkvist is both
drawn to and repelled by, as people who "attract the scum of the earth"
and who are themselves "the worst scum of all" (p. $2).
ual Iagerkvist offers no motivational clues,

Why?—

as us

let Dlaoa*s bitter denun

ciation of the pilgriis does seem consistent with her role a* the voice
of "naturalism." The pilgrims are pursuing something which, from her
point of view, does not belong to the natural world*

their lives are

in fact focused upon a desire to escape from the natural world, to
transcend death, to leave this earth, the world of suffering and misery.

$6
and enter into a "celestial city" (p. 6L),
But the actual focue of Diaoa*s attack, and lagerkvlat'a, is eth
ical.

The pilgrim community, aa he portrays it, falls to act in accord

ance with Christ*8 example.

Instead of actively confronting the reality

of human suffering in the here and now (which Christ both practiced and
taught), the pilgrims seem only to be concerned with the possibility of
avoiding the evils of the natural world.
he always suggests about Christianity:
greatest enemy.

Iagerkvist is suggesting what

as a religion it is its own

In The Death of Ahasuerus. moreover, he implies that

it ie the hope of salvation itself which leads to all the excesses of
pietiam and "other-worldllness," to the negation of life in this world,
and finally to a negation of what Christ himself represented.

Certain

ly it is true that the pilgrims are as far removed from active love
and concern for their fellow men as Ahasuerus has been in The Slbyl.**^
If the pilgrims' greatest weakness Is their failure to combat evil
(which stems from their desire to escape from it), Diana illustrates an
opposite extreme.

Her most Important quality, and this is what links Iher

lOiagerkvist's portrait of the Christian community is typically
extreme. He focuses attention upon the one aspect of Christianity iwhieh
haa always buen an incomprehensible (and somehow repugnant) mystery to
him— JWhe miracle of divine sacrifice and atonement— -and portray# the
pilgrims as If their whole lives centered upon it. But this is character,
istic of him— -he will consistently sacrifice "realism,* or even auth
enticity^ in order to convey philosophical or religious positions in
their extremes.
lilt would be a mistake to maintain that Iagerkvist considers all
Christians to be like the pilgrims. He is always drawn to a believer
who combines a simple faith in God with a life of active involvement in
human suffering. (Of. Peter, the hairlip and Sahak in Bai^Ws. or the
lay brother who appears, in different forms, in both The ^tbyl and in
The Death of Ahasuerus). All of these characters are sympathetically
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with the resolution of the novel's themes and with Ahasuerus, la her
]bostility towards anything whioh might attract her attention away from
the everyday realities of life, sordid and miserable though they may be.
Her attention Is always drawn to the world of man, t* human suffering and
misery, to human degradation and potential, as opposed to the pilgrims
TWho, as Ahasuerus says, follow a big "unpainted wooden cross#..as if the
whole world belonged to it," as if "He /Shrist/^ alone was held to lbs
of any account and the rest were as nothing" (pp. 66-69).

"Ebougi ]ïüMw&

is herself hardly an imitator of Christ, she does exemplify the *rsrar.
ence for li*e" which, in LaBurkvist's humanistic perspective, must lbs
the basis for any positive ethical action.

Her attitude towards ex

perience is, then, a kind of antithesis to the pilgrims', since tt^y
kneel to Christ, not because he represents a way of life, but Iba&amw»
His sacrifice makes possible a way out of life.
Diana's role as spokesman for "natural" compassion, however, can
not be measured in terms of how sh# acta.

She is primarily a

and not a character (though she fluctuates between these two roles), so
that whatever values she represents must be ascertained through oMdwmNktIng what she "likes" with what she does not "like." As the voice of nat
uralism, she dislikes anything which seems to pervert tbs natural order;
hence she finds Ahasuerus "queer" and asks him point blank why he doesm't
die because he looks as If he "died long ago,"

She finds the girl who

sleeps with men in order to gpin money for her pilgrimage "peculiar" be
cause she holds her body to be of no account, though she likes this

portrayed because they transcend the worst evils of institutional religion.

#
gtrange girl and feels she ie better than the other pilgrims, *ho dh#
thioke are eou* becauee they are pretentious and even dishonest with
themselves abo*t their own natures and motive*.

The one person in the

novel whom she really likes is Elisabeth, the innkeeper.

Diana sqys

she is "the only one who's really what people ought to be" (p. $3).
Elisabeth has seen pilgrims, rogues, robbers, and saints (in fact, a
representative croes-seotion of humanity^ come and go year after year,
"treating everyone tbs same" (p. $3).

Diana says of her that she knows

"much more than the Almighty.,.1st him say what he likes..*&nd judge
mueh as he likes" (p. $5)#

Diana's comment foreshadows the insight whidh

Ahasuerus attains in the final episode:

"God" is more alien from the

Tvorld of man and nature than a simple innkeeper iwho makes no distinctions
between saint and sinner»

Why?

Because the inndeeper loves this earth

and the people who live on it, while God, as Diana and Ahasuerus conceive
him, cares nothing for the suffering or misery of men.
fhe short symbolic episode in whidh Diana dies Is meant, I think, to
sum up mudh of iwhat haa been (through Diana) implied about nature, its
implicit values, and the relationship between life and death, as well as
to "set the stage" for Ahaeuerus's death-bed scene.

If it fails totally

to do this, it is partly becauee the mysterious arrow which takes J&iaaa's
life stretches any reader's willingness to suspend his disbelief, and
partly because the miraculous transformation of Diana into her former
state of "purity," through death, seems to be both unaccountable and
irrelevant.

Yet it is possible to argue that the passage is lyriodLly

successful, 4ind is suggestively relevant to the novel's résolution.
The arrow itself may be seen as symbolic of death, since it strikes

suddenly* ie unexpected* and literally oomee out of *neWhere«" TWhen it
etrikes Diana, she shrinks to the ground with a "painful little smile,"
which echoes the smile she possessed then Tobias first met her in the for
est*

On a symbolic level, Iagerkvist is sounding the note oniËhidb the

novel will end;

death "belongs" to nature, to the natural cyclical order

of growth and decay (Diana looks at Tobias in reproach when he draws the
arrow out), and life finally owes its mysterious beauty to it.

The ab

sence of death (which is what the pilgrina yearn for) is foreign to the
natural order; it leads to a negation of natural life, of beauty, of all
creation, of the importance of human suffering and joy.l2

fhig interpre

tation is further buttressed by Ahaauerus's later suggestion that the
arrow was "meant" for Diana.

He tells Tobias, Who is hopelessly per

plexed by the mysterious circumstances of her death, that "...the arrow
might have been intended for her" (p. 9$), though he adds that he cannot
"find any real explanation" for it.

There Is a vagge suggestion in his

words, however, which I think is significant,

Ahasuerus says that the

^ ï ^ ï h e s h c r t story, "The Myth of Mankind," which Iagerkvist read
at the Nobel Festival in Stockho&m on December 10, 19$1, is perhaps his
Clearest statement of belief with regard to this issue. In the story
Iagerkvist remolds the biblical account of Adamand Bve to suit his pur
pose of affirming the "natural" as opposed to the "unnatural." His Adam
and EWe come to this world to stay for a short time, even though it (ÿhs
world) seemed to them more "insignificant and poorer" than their "other"
world. Yet they remained on earth because they were strangely drawn to
its cyclical beawty---"everything here was changeable," winter "died" and
gave birth to spring, spring to summer, etc. But because they cams fTcm
another world, and because they would return to it whan they died, their
children found them "strange." The climax of the story occurs after both
have dledx "Now the old ones were dead. %he young ones felt such a
strange relief, liberation, as if something had been severed. It was
as if life had been freed from something Which did not belong to it...
Now human life was beginning."
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arrow was "lateBded* for Diana (nature)*— the question laplioit in bie
view ie ^intended by who*)*

Once again, it ie probable that iLaB&Mbrüit

ie suggaeting, ae he had done in The Sibyl, that death ie only part of
a larger mystery which theology cannot

a mystery which he chooeee

to call *god* (with no capital letter) and which ie finally the ander*
pinning of all human existence.
Diana's transformation may eeem more difficult to accept;
,..he /TobiagT^ bent over the woman
who had saved his life, given her life for his, When in the
utmost agitation he told her this, she just smiled atliim; a
pale smile. For she had turned very white, and this imada Thar
Ibeawtiful*— as beautiful as she had once been, so long ago.
Everything about her was pure and lovely again; she isas unravaged, undeformed by anything that did not belong tolber—
could not really belong to her. There was nothing left of
it.
(p. 8?)
There are two issues buried in this passage,

Iagerkvist iwiahea iw: 1k)

view Diana's transformation as miraculous, yet not incrediably mirac
ulous, since it occurs through something which, potentially at least,
belongs to all mankind#

the miracle of natural love and compassion.

Her unravaged and undeformed appearance cannot be taken cs a purely
physical phenomenon,

Diana is inwardly transformed, in the samawiqy

that the hairlip was in Barabbas, and her transformation points once
more to the recurring lagerkvistian belief that it is love laud only
love which can make life (and death) meaningful, or even beautiful.
Secondly, he suggests that it is death itself whieh justifies life
(Ahasuerus comes to realise this) since it cleanses life of every
thing which does not belong to the unspoiled cyclical order of (BMwdkiMi,
This suggestion may seem mysterious and possibly naive, yet it is (hNqplr
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rooted la lagorkvlatis *pagaa" world view. In whidb culture, beauty,
and value of a&y kind ultimately epring from naturB*8 mysterious re
generative powers which in turn rest upon a constant flux between life
and death.^3^ Without the "purification" of life through death, the
"soil" out of which all life sprouts would become impoverished and ster
ile.

In short, IDlaaa's death is meant to be aeen as an affirmation of

life (of the "Dionysian" life process), and it foreshadows Ahaeuerua's
parallel affirmation in the final passages of the novel.
Aha3uerua*s symbolic reentry into the natural cycle (his overcoming
of alienation) seems inexplicable and unprepared for.

Yet if it is possi

ble to accept my contention that Iagerkvist, through Diana, the innkeeper,
and the lyric passages celebrating "natural" compassion and identifica
tion with human suffering, has been driving towards a statement that j&lienation results from an inability or unwillingness to love above every
thing man and the world he is boro to live In, then vihasuerus's release
from the curse, though motivationally unaccounted for, may be aesthetically
acceptable as it culminates the debate Iagerkvist has established between
the "natural" and the "unnatural,"
If we bear in mind that Ahasuerus, in The Sibyl, came under the
curae because he recognized no common bond with humanity, then it may
be argued that his alienation in many ways parallels that of the pil
grims, since both he and them regard their particular destinies, and
their relationship to a theistio deity, as more Important than their
place within the human community, and since both lack concern for the

Ï3CbQî%oïaer, p. 131.
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suffering and misery which surrounds them*

If this argument Ibe granted,

then It seems clear that Abasuerus*s release from the curse result* from
a fundamental shift in bis attitude towards man and the natural imnfW, a
shift which may or may not be directly related to his exposure to the
"world view" of Diana, but which nevertheless is directly parallel to
everything she symbolically represents.
Ahasuerus's changing attitude towards the human situation (as l&e
comes to view this situation) is already apparent prior to the deathWb&d
scsme.

When, for example, he watches the pilgrims embark upon their

journey to the Holy land, squeezing their crucifixes until their hands
Iburt, he is already moving towards and involved in a recognition of ]human suffering on a broad scale;
It was indeed strange. So many had been crucified on that
Golgotha, that little hill to which all now made pilgrimage.,*
many others had been tortured...Then there were all the other
crosses before and after His, and all who suffered on them...
they had been forgotten long ago; indeed no one had lovar (wuMxl
about them, or had any idea of why they suffered, WheÜMWP lÜMqy
were guilty or innocent...Only He was remembered,..They say His
suffering and death are the greatest events ever to have come to
pass in the world, and the most significant. ]Porhaps; IWurb imqy
be 80. But how many there are who must suffer without their
suffering having any significance at all*
(pp. 68-69)
This is hardly the same man who had watched numerous condemned (srimLmiü;
dragging their crosses towards Golgotha thinking there iwas "nothing ex*
traordinary* about it. IKoreover, his newly awakened compassion is re
flected in the fact that he feels responsible for Tobias after he (Ahas
uerus) has partly been to blame for the yellow dogfs death (in a scaa*
wherein he admits that he had never felt responsible for anyone before),
and by the fact that he "understands" Diana*s death through perceiving iWa*
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4*eK9p signlflomco odT bwM" idLiJLlBys wcrifloo jPo*" IidbdLoa.
D#splto

jSatfka, ^leMampaf, !%*» 1#; (dkiJLl. axxdwop iGha* <:anie *r& t*ia

()f ibbK) jMLtu&l 8#%atdLo*i, IbGNBauae tjaew xnewaaiae ««** lamai f"op wtWRBi
ÜW* jPawBlff (Maljr tuaaap9dk..".C%ir1LotM, jltwkgHaawTua's ttKTRKXRlMid v is io n ia* arkULl

<MBBKllt/L(%n8dl *%y tila hwalied? tawdb (BiadLadb jL# tihik «&&**& iwo*) twoadkUUm (3kM) idho
ÜU&3 sqpattcbwad Iiia* from lila; hone and

iind 11* jk* iicdk taitdLl tie agdhjUm*#

Ik ziadlodOjf (iidTfsMpeab IrMkljsht liite tdae %%;lf%&i.ioo(;ajyp kMktWMwa (3hari*1b «wo*;
laexi tdifdk :ie ie <Ub]b& to tmeroewe %&*; (smr**#

Elie iB(Mncùli%lizi6 lasNsldLoKk <*C ib&w* laom*»!, isnjjo&k (Biawkoai kupgpwEw* jus Irgmaiteh,
iMkrdi 1M) t/;# tf itüükj ia; jkotw elljr #&
gpD* befope.

(%f tdie #Mao*ilt:lve j^xw * o f wkwat; ha&e

Abeeuer«a*8 fimel Ineignt, w ;ioh^ rewnitee him with bhe oe&»

8P*1 world, le eohleved through ole gradual recognition that "God," (or
the thele&lo image wbiob he believee to be *Ood*), and not Ghriet, 1# "re*
eponelblG" for hie ooree.

Tbie eaplaoatlno oay aaaa mare word play, yet

behind it lime a fuBdeaental shift in Ahaeoerue*s vleion of hi# condition
mod of the condition of meokind"**Abaeuerue i* united with the natural or*
dor through accepting it, and not "Ood", as the final eouroe of refarene#
in human expericooe»

In effect, h# caat* away thole* and accept# bumaoi#*

aa the ultimate source of value in life. His

recognition of this isaeen

*8 the result of hie growing underotending ofand sympathy for theplight
of humanity *e he oonoeivos it«
All Q&nkind is crucified, like you; men himself la crucified;
you're just the one they look up t# WK*n they think *f tbsir
fate and their suffering*,,! understand this; I discovered it
at last# man lies forsaken e* hi# bed of toraoRt**,sacrificed
and forsBkan, stretched cut upon a little straw, marked by the
saae wounds as yourself,

(p. Ill)

'Æiosî dc©3 A asuar^s riold raspooniblü fo r tho c ru o ifi& lo a o f mankind and

6L
of Gbrlet hlmoelf?

"God", the "God" who allowed Cbrlot to hang for-

oaken on the oroee.

Ae Ahaaworue perceives "Him," this ia the "God"

of "power and vengeance," the "God" who ie inimical to man*a deepest
natural inetincta and needs, the "God" who finally "divides ue from
the divine,"
How are we to regard this "God" whom Ahasuerua "vanquishes" through
understanding "Him?"

Is "He" a real "God"-— does Iagerkvist ask us to

believe that this alien "God" exists?

fhe answer is yes and no, Through*

out the novel Iagerkvist has been developing an image of an alien and
hostile God which is finally just that— *an image.

Yet the image itself

does exist, not only within the consciousness of Ahasuerus but also with
in the consciousness of Iagerkvist,Ik Ag & self-proclaimed atheist and
humanist, lagsrkvisths* consistently been repelled by the idea of a "God"
who would sacrifice "His" son and suffer him to torment, who would con
demn a sinner to eternal torment (Ahasuerus is surely speaking for him
when he says that "only the malignancy of a god" could be great enough
for that), or iwho would be in some way responsible for the "evils" (from
a hunmnistlc point of view) which Christian theology attributes to him,
This image of "God" ie repugnant to Iagerkvist, I anggest, possibly be
cause "9Ie" lacks precisely those qualities which Christ possessedboundless compassion and love for mankind.

Of course Iage%kvist*s (and

Ahasuerus*3) attitude towards üiis "God" is colored with irony, since it
lArvioualy rests upon an inability to accept % e Christian interpretation

" ^ f T " Â ï ë s t of Reality" in The Eternal Smile,

Interpretation of Golgotba and ite eignifioanee for mankind^ but his
%ieundergtanding" is surely the point.

For if one does not accept lAe

dlTlnlty of Christ, then the Christian vision of experience will nscees»
erily (I think) appear to be burdened lith the grim inmy of a "God" ehe
sometimes condemns ^ e fallible creatures

chose to create.

ïhouggi

üils may ii^eed by the way tilings are and have to be from a Christian
point of view, it is a structured vision of the universe %diloh neither
Iagerkvist nor Ahasuerus can finally accept.
Whan Ahasuerus^ therafcre, says that he haa "vanquished" god by
his own strength through understanding who %s" is, we cannot take him
literally as Ohmann does.

Ahasnerus haa vanquished his

belief in

an image of a thslstlc "God," through miderstanding % a t a "God" who
would allow his son to die on a cross is finally, A m m his point of
view, no God.

It is this image wiiidi "divides us fixm the divine"

through imposing a structured theistio vision upon the n%'stery lAiWi
lies "beyond all that falsifies and coarsens the world of holiness, be*
yond all lies and dlatozrtion, all twisted divinities and all the abor
tions of human imagination" (p. Ilk).
% e r e does all this leave Christ? Peihaps trie most to^rtant irony
in the novel resides in tlie fact tliat Ahasuez^ does not "understand"
Christ until he becomes, in hie own way, an Imitator of Him.

It ia only

after Ahasuerus has experleæed love and compassion for mankind that ha
readies the insl#it that Christ was his "own broWier" who had himself
been "handed over, sacrlfleoed, and forsaken" (p. 112).

Yet it is im

portant to note that Ahasuerus disassociates Christ from "God" the
Father;

he calls Christ his broWier because he now sees Him as a man
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lAio belongs to the natural^ nob to m

alien traowendental^ world. This

of course is how Iagerkvist pei^elves Christ too* and it is this vision
of Cnrist which finally lies at the core of his faitb in a source of
coa^ssion and Icoe wltiiin the order of nature itself:
Das Osbot der Lisbe...ist nicht von Christus gegsben, soodam
sntstaomt dan fiefan ^ s mensoblicWn Wesens selber,. Jkin Im^res
had dioh nle anf irgendelns aystisehe Weiss erlsbt, and as wird
did! anch nie so orle ben. Aber die flensehanliebe^ der du sin
Deuter w&rst, spdre ioh als Qrundton mines Wssene# Ss Ka%m so
sGin fgr einsn Niehtglaublgen wie fdr einen Qladbijgsn. Ss hangt
dies nicht vomi Chrlstsntum ab.*.l5
Ahasusros, then, tjirougb his acosptance of Christ aa his brother (and
in fact of all men as his brothers), has finally tapped the sources
of natural love which IsgeAviat implies lie domsmt within "everyman."
This is ultimately lAat lifts the curse, a "telease" which has its
closest parallel in literature, I think, in Coleridge *s "The Rime of
the Ancient Marlmr";

tbs Albatross falls off the Mariner's neck only

after a "spring of love" for creaticn has "gue^ed" from his heart.
In ihe final analysis, Christ and Diana belong to the same world—
the natural world, m d each in their own way epitomlme the values, and
a way of relating to lifb, m io h are available to all men.
way to understand Christ, however, is to imitate Him.

The only

BaralAas could

not do so, and died without imderstanding what was meant by "love one

-^he Commandment of love ...is not given to us by Christ, bub
seems from
depths of human nature itself..,! have never in any
way experienced you ^[Ghrls^ in iqy soul as a mystical sage, and I
will never experience you in this way. But the love of man, of which
you were a teacher, I feel as the 'keynote' of my being. It can be
so for a non-believer as for a beiiever. It does not depend upon
Christianity. (The German translation is from Cberholser, p. 131. The
trsnslatim into English is my own.)
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another^ and without evor being able to overcome hie aUem tl im Arim the
natural world.

Ahaeuerue, in hia own way, doee Imitate Qiriet;, and hie

victory over alienation fmctifiee in eyotol when he weleooee death ae
"life's sister"!
...I lie here and f ^ l dealA approa<6ing* kind merciful daath*^
which I have yearned for eo long— ,4fhich was not vouchsafed to
me.
Now I feel it ooming to me in its great mercy; llfe*e eiater,
lAo ;%ould have nothing to do with me, ie coming.
(p. 113)
The lines clearly edio Diana's death scene, though with Ahasuerus they
lead on to a further twist.

Death for hia is a kind of door, a door

W!)idi m w lead to a "spring."

The "«spring" is surely the mystery Wilch

is superior to theistio vision*
"les, god is what divides us from the divine# Hinders us Arom
drinking at the spring itself. To god I do not kneel— #.ao, sod
I never will. But I would gladly lie down at the spring to drink
from it— to quendi my thirst, my burning thirst for w M t I cannot
conceive of, but which I now exists...! don't know wÜatT it hides
I n 'Ils'''ïarfe deplSs. ""S l"'3WT"alB^t well be terrified. But I
desire to drink from it."
(p, 13^)
Yet paradoxically, it is Ahasuerus's belief in a "god" who is a total
mystery, who is part of the oatural oyele yet remote from it, which
seems finally to acocmnt for his lyric acceptance of the mystery of life
(and death) itself.

The sparse sin^licity of his final lines in t*w

novel almost belies the fact that they contain a kind of hymn to the
world of nature, a hymn %diioh finally is in praise of being*
"What's this li^t— this glorious li^t I can see?"...for the
sun had broken through the clouds and was now shining straight
into the ro<m...2%e lay brother^ explained that the clouds had
dispersed and that the sun wastining straight in upon him...the
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dying men appear^ eentent with this eixi^In explanation of
oometbing that bad filled him with great woniikr* He abnt
hie ey*a, but etlll felt the lig^t upon them* that it waa
there# that it mae. And with thie light— w,the light eo faen
illar to earth— open hlm^ he left the war Id*#.Bat hie pwee
was great. That one oould eee,
(p. 118)
Though Ahaeuerue and Diana find peaee in death# the third major
oharaotar in the novel# Tobiae# raaaine immereed in a qoofliet whieh
lagerkviet makes no attempt to resolve.

Totiae'e funetion is to aot

as a contrapuntal mirror to Ahasuerus in some ways# and to illustrate
still another dimension of the "searA for god* or a seartA for an *understauding* of *him.*

In some ways# his situation closely parallels

Ahasuerus'a, since from the beginning of the novel their lives# ^eir
thoughts# and their desires and fears are focused iiq^on a similar emperienoe— .their encounter i&th Christ and its effect upon lAem.

But

Tobias# unlike Ahasuerus# is not lifted out of hie morass of mental
and moral stagnation by a "curse" or by a direct rnicounter with ihe
"Crucified One,"

On the contrary# though be awakens under the Impact

of witnessing the stigmata on the emaciated face of an old woman# he
seems self-awakened in the final analysis,

Inezqplicably be beoomes

aware of the horror of a universe lÉiich to him seems morally bank
rupt# nonsensical# and meaningless# yet# unlike Cams* "W)surd man"#
he feels that something meaningful and absolute may lie behind the
"absurdity" he discovers.

Hence the awakening places him in a quandary

whidi is familair to most twentieth-century readers— he becomes oau^t
in the paredcm of adhering to a vision of of the universe as "absurd"
lAiile retaining a passionate thirst for something w h W i would contradict
the vision.
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There are W e thinge about Tobiw*a aeakenlngwhldi etand out.
The ftret ie that it leads him to become a "pilgrim" ia the lager*
kfietian eenee of the word— he becomes, in short, a man «ho is "chosen"
or feels himself "chosen" to seek anseers (which are qyrndoclised in the
concept of the "Holy land") to the eternal qnestiMig (e.g., what is death,
truth, god?) in human e%peri«ice.

Yet, thou^ Tobias feels he is "Aosen"

by Christ, he paradoxically cannot accept tiie Christian vision of Him;
in fact, he passionately tells Ahasuerus that he does not v w t Christ
or anyone else to iiave "power" over him (p. jii$) and he feels repugnance
towards his projected pilgrimage (p. 33).

Yet tais paradox lies be

neath his entire attitude towards experience#

Tobias msy not believe

in the Waditional theistio vision of Christ, but he nevertheless be
lieves in what Christ represents—

an ethical and sprititual image of

perfection wnioh is strangely cospelling, Iagerkvist implies, to any
man seeking meaning in meaninglasaness.

Tobias Is, ^wn, "ohcMn" (just

as Ahasuerus is) by his own aw;:di»ned conscience, and Christ is the imi^s
of what he is seeking.
The second Wiing of importance about Tobias's pilgri age ia that
finally he has no place to anchor his thirst for meaning. % e n Ahasuerus
asks him why he does not join the other pilgriiw, Tobias replies:
Ëiculd I?

I'm DO pilgrim, and never will be" (p. 71)»

"%Ay

He goes on to

explain lAy he is no pilgrim:
Perhaps I did have some idea of being a pilgrim. But f ve put
that right out of sy mind; I'm not giving it another thou^t.
Its not for me. For I dw't believe in anything, and I hold
nothing sacred, so far as I know. So hew could I ever be a
pilgrim? Hew could I journey to places Wa t they call holy,
when they're not so to me? To be a pilgrim one must have some-
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thing to mako a pilgrimage to.

And I haven't.
(p. 72)

Ironloally, Tobias ia meant to be w e n aa perhaps the only "true" pil
grim in the novel.

Despite hia self-disparagement* he remaina in the

grip of hia obaeaaion to make a pilgrimage* and this finally leada him
to board a dubious àiip idiidi may or may not (lagsrkvlat is deliberately
ambiguous on this point) take him to the %oly land." He becomes a
"pilgrim at aea*" a term which functions both literally and aymbolieally.
He ia aymbolically at "aea" in the ssnae that he is lost* directio%aess*
eonfuaed— -a "pilgrim" who has nothing to make a pilgrimage to* nothing
to hang on to* nothing to owtradiot his eziatentlal riaion of absurdity.
Yet he ia neyerthelesa a pilgrim in search of a "Holy land*" and as such
be will find* in ibe sequel* a "leaning" in the search itself.

Pilgrim

at 8sa. in point of faot* ia a novel which attempts to define what la
meant

its title* and to this question we now turn.

CHAPTER n
The Death of Ahasuerus

CHAPTER i n
Pilgrim at Sea
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(ta Tb# De»# of

ümmmpm) tb#

"tmm" pilgrim ship sad iastesd fiadm

hlmsslf # W # N # dmbiw# ship with sa evea m a m dabloss or## of plrst###
Ott the ship h# meet# Glovsanl, lAto tell# him tbmt m qm &% for tbs Holy
load is foolish, that it woold be for slssr to sorrsadwr himself to tte
"see".

Oa the surfsee, tbs "sea* is merely » symbol of the morel la*

difforsmoe sbioh Olorsoal believes psrvsdss tbs uaieerso* sad om this
Iseol bis edrioe to fobies is, ia offset, to oeeso lovddag for esy
ultimate mseaiag or ptxpose ia life slaoo life fiaelly has moos*

Tobias

fSols strsagsly relieved by this advioe, amd after Qioraomi sagOaias mty
he has shoasm to live om tbs ""sea", he (Tobias) rea#ears to affirm that
"so a m ooly pilgrims at sea*

oanost rea# tbs "Holy lead" though it

fimally does exist (just as Ahasusrus affirms that tbs "holW of holies"
mast ssist) e m u if so cam omly kmo# it as a dream#

This imtsrpretatiom

is adequately summm i up by Bobsrt dpeotsr in his brief analysis of tbs
novel ebioh appears in The merioan-aoandimvian heeiss*
We are omly "pilgrims at sea," om our say to ee^knoeHaot*WbaM**
For us, then, it is important to "be oomtent eith umoertainty,
eonteut and happy with it; to ohoom it#" It is time to put
assy the pretensious of religion, to stop demanding the impose"
ibis of our natures, "to dmpo to be ebat ome is, eithout self*
r#ro#oh." lagwkeist has nos made ol e w his existentialist
pesdtiom, his plaoe in modora literature alomgside euoh European
sribMPs as Gemus and dartre, his logisal dsvulepment and turn*
ing seoy from a RLerbegaardlam Ohrletiao existentialism to a
more agnostie type#*
Mr# Speetor's analysis is, however, based upon an error skioh oritios
of lagerkvist** fiction may easily sake*

He apparently assumes that the

novel*# major oharaoter, Giovanni, is only a spokesman for his creator's

Speetor, Review of Pilgrim at Sea, by pgr lagsrkvist.
The Ameriaan#8mndinavian # e v i %
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hypeerlay, amtahHltyt and lagaainad #*111* Qalag farthar, Qlaaaaal*#
kta about tba aam aall into q#a#tion all moral mad rallgloua ralmaa,
since tb#y (and hla own aaperianoa as wall) imply that nantind'a lattaqpta
to create or to suataln lasting values must ultimately fall* since the

*aea** (aymbolla on one level of life in its ungraapable totality* aa in
the oliohe the *eaa of life*, though I will eatabliah its more spécifia
extensions of meaning in the course of this analysis) ia a "reality*
which transcends all human posers of interpretation and comprehension#
oiovanni*# attitede towards esperienoe postulates a nmlwerse which Is
essentially amoral, and a vision of man as at test mmorel. though his
actions betray an ironic resistance to his own vision# I say ironic be
cause Giovanni* in obvious contrast to sash esietential "herees* as Dr#
Rleux in Gamas* The Ragne or Orestes in Sartre*# The Flies, argues for
oapitulatieo to the overwhelming fSroee of eiremmetance which* taken to
gether, constitute his vision of "reality"#*
But Giovanni's response to the "sea* is mot the novel*# only one#
He ie "in the middle" between two responses which lagerkvist clearly
asks us to see as extrema and each in its own way as dangerously irreapon*
TMb#]pLMkta# (ppspkieally pertrey the ultimate result of Giovanni's

* I will use quotation marks around "sea" since I wish the reader to
bear constantly in mind that the sea functions as a ofsiplam symbol rather
than as a mere physical reality#
^This is omly one of the major distinctions between Giovanni*#
position amd that of a oharaateristio (if there can be said to be suSh
a thing) "emistemtial here"# %*ctor is somamhat misleading wham he
suggests that lagerkvist h w "taken his place" alongside dartre amd
Games through arguing that mam Should be "content" with himself and with
uoeertaimty. The Praneh hmmanistie esistenWalista would probahly
quarrel with the statement mod #o too would lagerkvist* since the
existentialist peeitieo (as I evmluate it) arisme from disowtent with
the "absurdity" of a thirst for vdue in a vclulüeSs wsivcree#
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line of re#*oniog — they practice ehat be preaehee (though of coure#
not In a direct aenee) and certainly their action# reveal It# fatal
eeakneeeea. The pirate# are Inmereed ia the "eea", in a *#ea" of moral
irreapoaalbility and alhllietlc deetruotlveneee#

The pilgrim#, by way

of contract, eeek refuge from the *eea", and Qiovanni*# attitude toearda
them 1# almoet eurely lagerkviet'e# they are ethically irreapooaible
ironically in much the cane any a# the pirate#, einee both are finally
morally indifferent toward# the *#ea*. The pirate#' indifference toward#
the "eea" 1# revaaled ia their diaregard for the moral ieplieatlcme of
their aetioma; liho the *#ea* they are creel, hard, ruthlwe amd imoagmi*
cant of valnae. The pilgrlma, at laa#t ae Oimmni percoiwoe them, are
aleo (though not equally) Irreepcnelbla, beoauee they fail, a# lagerkvlet'e
"tree pilgrim#* niwayo do, to commit themeelee# to a demanding epirltaal
otroggle with the *eea", like Milton, iagorkviot oammot pralee a
«fugitive amd dloietared virtue"#
What them ie the "eea"? Sine# everything we learn about It come#
through Qlovnmmi, the plaoe to begin 1# with hi# own egperiemee# The
eecomd half of the novel eetahllehee that Oiovemnl hae become epdreomen
for the *eea* a# the result of imtemee dialllmaioomomt# every value
which he had more or leea believed in wao chattered through what Ihe
term# an "awakening"# Bl# belief in god crumbled under the pressure of
a aalf-awakening (be discover# that he had "never really loved" god,
though he had become a priest in good faith) and an awakening to the
hypocrisy and apparent rottenness of the "religious" world around him#
Hla belief In the value of love is also shattered through hi# recognition
that his affair with a wealthy widow is saturated in "error, deception,
and oonecloue amd unconscious falsehood," a discovery which fill# him with
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"loathing** Mfary* and "contempt." Hi# mother he discover# i# not the
plow# loving momma h# had mappomcd ah# mae* but rather a castrating
malignancy mho comfort# him* after her discovery of his affair* mith
pictorial deeoriptioo# of the torment# he mill undoubtedly suffer in
hell* OSder the pressure of these "smakeniag#*" Giovanni me learn hae
evolved a vision of eaperienoe mhioh* in the first half of the novel*
lie# behind hi# talk about the "sea#" Kemoe he ie eomemhat bitter and
cynical* though this ie tempered became#, intellectually at least, he
hae found a partial anemer to his painful experience in the "sea."
Siovaanl*# vision of the "sea" and what it implies is iamereed in
omplexlty#

He epeWw of it as "holy" and he e#ye on# ought to regard

it mith "humility" and "vénération." The "sea" he say# "kmowe more than
anything m earth if you can get it to teach you*"^ and cm this level
Giovamd. is dearly talking about the "sea" as a symbol of life (peHwgie
"nature") itself. The language he usee is religious and it obviously
suggests the more archetypal connotations of "eea"i mystery* the moth*
darkness (death itself), amd the constant ebb and flam of the natural
life cycle. Giovanni finds t W "sea" holy cm this level, and so 1Û.S0 «W
Lagerkvist* 8ehw#itsar* Laurence* amd ccuntlees other writers of our
time and of past timee* since finally he is affirmiog a basic "rsserence
for life" in its mholeneee and mysterious totality.

But even on this

level the "sea*" precisely because it includes all things, precisely
because it manifests* like "Dionysus" in The Sibyl, an indiscriminate
mixture of the forces of life and death* growth and decay* good and

%ir' 'lagerkvist* Pilgrim at Sea* treus. Necmi waiford (Hem fork#
jllT auBsequent quotations mill be cited

Random House, lP6k),
from this text*
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evil, fertility amd deetruetiom, ie Inherently meanlagleee# Value (or
meaning) ie and muat be, at least on the level of moral action, the
result of dietlootion and choice. If one does not distlngnieh qualitative
ly between areas or aepeot* of eaperienoe, but instead calls the eyabdlie
mixture of them all "holy,* one is essentially affirming the negation of
"values* if by "values* one means the traditional distinctions between
good and evil which lie at the roots of Western Culture* Oiovanni is
not unaware of this, as hi# persuasive dialogue with Tobias reveals# I
will return to this later#
Broadly speaking, Giovanni equates the "sea* with "reality" as ha
peroeives it# This is why he calls it "cruel and hard amd ruthlese," for
OB this level the treaiAerousmaes of the "sea* is merely a refleoticm @f
the cruel treacherousmees of reality as Oiovanni has known it# The "sea"
is life and life is "cruel and hard and ruthless" — this is the core of
Giovanni*8 vision#

It is the "sea" Which is the really Giovanni dis-

covered beneath the misleading pretensions of his church, hla mistress,
his mother, and finally of himself.

It is not only, then, aa external

reality but also am internal one — a "heart of darkness" endUMdc not
only to the nmwsoosient physical world but to human nature as weH#

As

the novel progresses, it booomes ever more clear that Oiovamni regards
the "sea* as the only^reality, as that which underlies all of man's
pretensions, illusions, values, and dreams, though he continue# to act
aa if this were not the case#
On an ethical level, Giovanni finds the "sea" to be a source of
peace, despite its cruelty, or rather because of it* life is over
whelming and cruel, he argues, so what in offset does man have to gain
through his vain attempts to find a meaning or purpose in the "saa?"

The "aea" will always win

thiJ^^hought llaa beneath Giovanni*# eon-

aoloua reeponee to experionoe, and It pervade* all of hie dialogue with
Tobias* Henoe be oontraata the seemingly irresistible power and might
of the Bsea" with man's efforts to construct values upon it*
Row can one graep anything of life*— 4«deretend and penetrate
men and their live#-— until one has learnt from the sea? HOw
oan em see through their empty strivings m*d odd WAtiona
until one has looked out over the sea* # # until one hae leamt
to think like the sea and not like Wxeee reetleea oreaturee who
fanoy that they*re going somewhere, and that this going ie the
most Important thing of all— that the goal is the meaning and
purpose of life*
(p# Ik)
Though Giovanni ie prObably alluding speoifioally to the pilgrims, his
vieien includes ail mem* But what, then, dose it mean to "think like the
eea?" IBseentiaily, to think like the eea ie the equivalent of eurrendering to the meWngleea moraee of "reality" ia its totality, of eurrendering one*# human potential for demanding, as Csmue put# it, a meaning
from meeningleaeneee. Be one familiar with lagerkviet's life and work
should, then, aasmae that Giovanni*# persuasive oommeate about the "sea"
repreeent only the author*# point of view# they do and they do mot# That
the "#ma" aa Giovamd. eeea it ia aleo a part of Imgerkviat*# vision of
"reality" ia undeniable, yet it is going too far to say that lagerkvist
ia unaware of Giovanni*# limitation#. Giovanni*# eaplamatiom of *Aat it
mesne to tkWk like the "eea" inoludea far more than a justifiable
attack «qwn those *d*o negate life in favor of a goal; it oarriea with it

an implicit rejection of all value diatlnotiona and, in point of feet,
of everything which oen potentially separate man from the "sea*"
Until one has learnt to be carried along by the eea, to surrender
to it utterly, amd cease fretting about right and wrong, sin and
guilt, truth and falsehood, good amd evil- about devil and god
and their stupid disputes* Until one has bwome as indifférant
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and fr*e as the #ea and will let oneself be carried, aimless,
cat into the mnknosn»— surrender utterly to the unknswn"— to

oaeertalnty as the only certainty, the only really dependable
thing eben all's said and done,
(p, lb)
To surrender to the%se" in this fashion inrslres an escape from the

demands of morel choice «- it is a snrrender to the meaningless and over
powering totality of experience, Oioranol says, in effect, that since
the nnlversc appears to be both gpod and evil, though predominantly
"cruel and ruthless and hard," shy should not mam be the same? Kie comment
lays the existential cards on the table, and lagerkvist's imagietio
portraits of the pirates, merchants, pilgrims and Tobias all manifest
possible ways of playing a hand#
Giovanni is obviously vexed by Tobias, Tobias does not strike him
as a "real" pilgrim, and though he is trying to reach that "distant,
longedWfor land" he finally does not know why he is making the pilgrimage.
The land is the "Holy Land," which for Tobias seems never to be located
in space or time, though we may presume that tbs "true pilgrims" know
where they are going -- to Jerusleum* Tobias' "Holy land," however, is
actually undefined — it represents a vague end almoet nebulous obsolete
which, if found or reached or believed in, would lend significance to
man's voyage oa the "sea," The "true pilgrims" do of course poemeee a
vision of significance in human life, and for them the "Hdy Land" ie
not only a physical reality but a spiritual one as well since it is a
land or "harbour" of revealed truth, of the affirmed answers to
Ik»8toyeve!gr'e "eternal questions#" Though Tobias ^^parently cannot believe in the Christian vision, Giovanni sees that he is nevertheless a
pilgrim -- i.e., a man who cannot accept the meaninglessness of the "eea*
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(in The D*&th of Ah##n*ru#, Tobla# heeeme # pilgrim in the firet pine#
#t lennt pnrtinlly h##nn#e he mne "tired *f hi* menaingle## enietenee,"
ef the ehnebie nod vielent world he bed known) nod who i* therefore on n
"qneet" (e pilgrim###) for nltimnte menntngi
It*# your own nffnir# So you say* And thnt'e why you're not
with the ordimnry lot, the ordinary flook of hheep that trail
along behind that ore##, poeneening n eoul in oomaon, ae It
were, You oeme alone# Ton make pilgrimage on your own, in
your own way#
(p. 11)
Tobiae ie therefore another in the long line of lagerkrietiao "meeker#"
who are dlegueted with the actuality of experience and long for eomething
to counteract it. Whether he 1# meen ae a prototype of Kierkegaard'#
"Single One" (in which came he would be a "true" pilgrim while the group
of pilgrim# would perhap# he repreeentatiwe of "crowd" #o abhorrent
bo the Denieh philoeopher) or a# elmply an "outeider" who i# unable to
make a leap to faith, Toblaa i# certainly a brother to any man who would
like to "believe" in a religloue value eyetem but cannot. Yet Lagerkviet
hae

#0

frequently explored thi# type of character that one aanee# a

quality of fruetratioa in hla portrait of TCbiaa# Be (lagerkviet) there
fore eeem# to relegate Tohia# to a quite minor role aa the "liateoar"
(like Ahaeoeru# ia The Sibyl)to the oracular voice of Giovanni*
Oiovanni undertake# to free Toblaa from hie empty illualcn# about
what he will find at the end of hie journey# He telle the pilgrim that,
if he ie eeeking peace (and thi# is what he ultimately eeeke), he ought
to commit himeelf to the "eea," to aurrender to it, to become like it,
but he add# that the "eea" can only give him peace if he will give Ihim#
aelf to it entirely, and not expect it to regard human "trifle#" while
it*# "hurling iteelf over the chip#" "Bhip" in thi# context may be token
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ma * symbol of oooaciouan###, mad more mpmoiflmmlly of mrna*# potmatiml
to ermmt* (or to find) m mmmaiag or purpose la lifm, Ship, moreover,
auggeata direotloa, control, mad a kind of rational order Which im
pitted mgainat the Bmmm,"^ Significantly, throughout the novel wm arm
aware that the pirate ship *hae no goal" -- it im going nowhere, it
merely mandera aimlmmely over the "eea,* through which Lagerkviet
muggeete that the pirate* are governed, or controlled by* life, rather
than vice veraa, Giovanni** advice to fobim* im, than, to oamae craving
for order, meaning, direction or valnmm in a world which im labmrmntly
dlmordmred mod vmlneleea, Rene* the"bem* burling itmmlf over the chip
muggmmtm drowning, the drowning of moral mwmrenmmm, and in thie men*#
the pirate* are drowned men,
Giovanni appear* to"*** the field" with lobiam, which come* ae no
murprime aincm Tobim*** pilgrimage ha* alway* burdened hi* with mental
anguiah. He i* immenaely attracted to the "freedom" which Giovanni*#
viaion of the "mam" mamma to offer, freedom fro* the torment of moral
choice, of guilt, of aeeking for what may not be found. The "aea" oan
"free" hi* fro* torment becana* to become like it would ha toloecmua
morally unconacioua:
Not to keep on judging cnaaalf, blaming onaaalf far one*# aimdeada, fur one*# falaeneae and diehoneaty; for being parhapa no
true pilgrim, and fCr the blood that might b# on tbaiaonay that
paye one** paaaage to the Roly Lend. , , that la , if there ia a
Iboly land, and not juat the eea. . .
(p . 13)

uaefal parallel ia perhaps to be found in modern psychology,
Freud, Thoma# Mann and other# have need the word "eea" aa a symbol of the
unconacioua*— of that psychic area which is unpredictable, uncontrolled,
and finally perhap# never fully comprehensible. The ship, aa a symbol
of oonaoiouanea* and rational control, is pitted against the totality
of the unconscious, of the myatariou# and frequently threatening nature
of the "reality" which rests "below" the ego.
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But Tbblae i# fiamlly Involved in the »am* oontrndlotlon aa Oiovanni,
Though he doe* not kno* why, something within him resists capitulation
to the "sea" (for example, he exhorts the pirate captain to take the
survivors off the sinking merchant ship).

Be nevertheless become# re

conciled to the futility of hi# pilgrimage.

After his "conversion" to

the religion of the "sea," a conversion which 1# finally only intellectual
and not emotional, Tobias slips quietly into the background until the
final scene of the novel. When he re-emerge# to unite, crucially, the
concepts of "pilgrim" mad "sea*"
lagerkvist has, then, shown us what the "eea" is, at least by
implication*

Oiovanni, Who claims to have learned to "think like the

sea," proceeds in his dialogue with Tobias to measure the ether dharaeters
in the novel in terms of how they relate to the sea. Whether they resist
it or submit to it. Whether they seek te escape it or to became like it*
Because he associates dishonesty and deception with his former life, WkiOh
was built upon an ignorance of the "eea" within himself and within the
world around him, he now equates honesty with submission to the "saa,"
Hence he remarks more than once that the pirate skipper ie an "honest"
man. While the crew are "decent, honest fallows" Who "fWar nothing,
neither god nor devil,"

Finally b# tells Tobias that he does not look

like a "true Christian," but rather "like an honest mao * . , like the
rest of us" (p, 11),

As the novel develops, it becomes clear that

Giovanni believes the Christians are dishonest towards the "eea;" i*e#,
he feels they are escapist# who fear involvement in the harsh meaninglessness of everyday reality, and who seek refuge from it in the "harbour"
of their faith*

But If the Christians are dishonest towards the "sea"

(and as lagerkvist portrays then they surely are), what does it mean to

8)
be hooeet?

Wh*t doe* it mean to surrender to the "sea?"

Oiovanni W n k s

the piratas are honest, and at the and of the novel he calls the pro
stitutes whs entertain him in every port "honest#"

The associations of

the word "prostitute," however, suggest the weaknesses of Giovanni's
vision#

Prostitutes, Ilk* the pirates, "surrender" to the "eea," either

through ignorance of another way of life, through hard luck, or through
an implicit or overt capitulation to tht harshness of physical ctrou*»
stances#

Reality for them, generally speaking, is physical reality only,

and as such it oan he overpowering and sometimes irresistible#

3ut

Giovanni respects them precisely because they hav* apparently ceased try
ing to resist the "sea," because they do not pretend "to be anything but
what they are" (p# 112)#

As for his own life upon the "sea," in all its

violent brutality, be says that it is "at least not a lie" as presumably
his former life had been#

Specter say* that Lagerkviet's "message" is

"to dare to be what one is, without self-reproach," which ia precieely
what Giovanni argues#

Yet Giovanni's vision is determined by his belief

that, since man is an "evil beast," the only honest thing for him to do
is to recognise his evilness (the "eea" within him) and submit to it#
This is certainly net lagerkvist** position, as his portraits of the
decent and "honest" pirates reveal#
lagerkvist** imagistie descriptions of the pirates, and of their
brutal encounter with the merchant ship, are hla way of suggesting what
man is like when he completely capitulates to the "sea," when he dbooess
to be content with the "cruel and hard and ruthless" reality within ]hia
and his surrounding world*

Though his graphic portraits seem exaggerated,

they are no more sc than the portraits of men such as Hitler, Nero,
Flchmann and other similar historical figures#

There is no easy or

8k

flippant *ar#l joignent to be p###*d upon endh men, for Lmgerkrlot*#
ultimate conoern ia to auggeat through the piratea, juat aa he had onoa
auggeated through the peraona of the dwarf, that the "aaa* ia an undenidbly
real facet of human nature and aa such it ia an ever-present threat bo
the stability of valuee and even of life itself.
There ia no need to diaousa in detail Lagerkvist'# portraite of the
pirates*

The "skipper* and Ferrante are both finally motiveless

malignancies, far leas subtly drawn than Shakespeare's lago, yet never
theless frightening in their ruthless bestiality.

Their impact depends

upon & familiar Lagerkviatian technique* he exaggerates physical detail
to auggeat an almost tangible sense of evil, as he does with the one-eyed
man in BareiWMU*. with tbs dwarf, and with numerous minor "evil* bhareetere
in his dhcrter fiction*

Qiuato, for SBampla, "leers," has "sour breath"

and a "rat-like* faoe, while Ferrante has "long, thin, blaek-haired hands
. * * like claws."

The giant looks like an "ogre," and the ekipper*s

"chill, reptilian eyes* reflect his inner fibre which la snake-like and
poisonous.

The plratea are "honest* toward# the aea, but like the "sea*

they are treacherous, full of hidden and sudden danger, and indifferent
towards human culture and humanity itself.

They j&re finally iwMMKNdLRL*

cations of a principle of evil which Lagerkvist sees aa deeply embedded
in the nature of the universe*

%e finally cannot say why they are

plratea, we can only view them and their actions as one of the possible
directions in which human beings can go.
The pirate's encounter with the merchants is, however, significant
because it symbolically illustrates a clash between the forces of the
"aea" and forces of resistance to it, which on the lowest level may be
only a dseire to preserve one's material possessions (the salient moti
vation of the merchants), but which on a higher level may be a commitment
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to a moral cod* or ethloal standard which naoeaaarily involTea integrity#
The captain of the merchant ehlp certainly embodiea the "higher* type of
resistance, aa captain* are traditionally expected to do, since he adhere#
to the code which hi* position demand*.

He had refused to leave hi* #hip

when it was mistakenly thought to be sinking, an sot which, la our oultur#
at least, is almost archetypal in it# traditional connotations of deflano#
of the *asa" in tbs face of certain death and destructicn.

As lagerkvist

develops the clash, "victory" belongs, on a physical level, to the "sea"
as it so often does, though the quality of such a victory is finally mads
questionable through the captain** self-sacrificing courage and defiance.
The pirate skipper** demand* upon the merchants echo the theme of
"surrender" or capitulation to the "sea#"

He warn* them that, unless they

meet his demands, their very live* are at stake and*
» * % when this was so a men paid not this sum or that, but *11
he hadU All# Mbs did they understand?
(p. 37)
Mbcn the skipper demands all, on a symbolic level he is demanding more
than the merchants* material possessions; he is also demanding the
capitulation of their integrity and "honour," for be is asking them to
acknowledge the superiority of physical force over tbeiralues which they
have profassed to hold.

The issue is sharply drawn*

If the mardhsnts

meet the pirates* demands, presumably they will he spared their lives#
But thi* is «ÇU. they ivill then possess, sines they will have sacrificed
not only their goods but thatr integrity a* well#

They will then baccms

the same kind of moral nonentity as aiusto, who, though he gives lipservice to traditional values, lacks the courage to stand up for them
against the "sea#"

They arc thus faced with a ^larkegaardlaa "Eithar/Or*

situation ia reverse (ia this case it is the "eea" and oat Sod which
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demande all), a elbaatlos not uncommon In Ilf#*
The merchant# finally refuse to empltnlmt# to the plratea, aaylng
that "death Itself was preferable to the lose of all they poaaessed*
einoe "aome thing# were dearer to them than Ilf#" (p, 37),

They regard

themeelvea a# "men of honour and courage who would yield to no on* in
defen## of themeelvea and their property" (p. 36),

Their defense of

coure# la futile; they are unskilled and even the effort# of their
captain cannot prevent defeat in their attempt to resiet the *##&,*
to sustain value# other than self-preservation.

But their resistance,

particularly the captain*#, cannot easily be brushed off as "vain" and
"empty" (the words Giovanni use# to condemn the futile moral struggle#
of humanity), though their physical defeat is undeniable*

At least thie

is what Lagerkviet implies through his deliberate contrast between the
pirate skipper*# childlike outburst when the merchant captain call# him
a hyena, along with hla bestial anger and thirst for revenge, and the
captain*# evident and Imperturbable moral superiority, which Is reflected
in his contempt for the pirates despite an Immanent and cruel death.
The captain*# death, then, calls into question (just ae any martyr*#
death doe#) the "victory" of the forces aligned against him*

Even when

he ia bound and completely helpless, moreover, hi# resistance and con
tempt for the pirate# may be seen ao a kind of "victory," since thw
pirate skipper cannot endure the sight of it:
It was this contempt that so greatly infuriated the pirate
skipper, and not without reason he suspected the other of
regarding him as a commander of a lower order altogether.
Sate gleamed in hi# reptilian eyes, and with it the desire
to be revenged upon this worthy old leea, lUho jranaLediki&e&Lf
superior because he commanded a so-called honorable vessel,
laden with trader# and with ware# that were bought and sold
in a so-called honourable manner; to be revenged upon all this
honesty and upon this man with the grey hair and candid seaman*#
eyes, . ,
(p, h2)
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pilgrlma with moral oowardice*

like Blake, Kierkegaard, Coetoyeveky, *ai,

beyond doubt, nemarows Christian theologian*, la&erk*i*t abhora a teodeney
in Christianity (particularly in institutionalized Christianity) to com*
placently reside in the inflexibility and excluaivenees of the religion#
dogma in the face of new and challenging movement# of the "eea."

Religion

which ignores or seeks refuge from the "sea," he once more implies, 1#
self-defeating,
The clash between "sea" and "shore" (a symbolio clash that bring#
the issue of escape vs. surrender to the surface) takes place when
Oiovanni engages in a passioiate outburst against the pilgrlma after
the pirate ship has weathered a violent storm upon the "sea,"

As

Oiovanni sees it, the sleek and handsone pilgrim ship has "fled" from
the storm (from tho cruel and ruthless sea) into the harbour, "the best
and safest harbour imaginable."

The captain of the pilgrim ship, and

tho pilgrims themselves, are in a ship which "lay very high in the
water," so that they most peer downwards to see the pirate ship and the
"sea,"

Symbolically, Lagerkvist suggest# that the pilgrim# are "above"

temporal reality, having sought refuge in a ship which glides over it#
surface, though it is potentially far superior (more sea-worthy) than
the pirate ship,

let this ship, llovanoi shouts angrily, will run for

port Tdhen the "sea" becomea dangerous rather than risk a journey on it,
Giovanni ia saying, in effect, that the security offered by the church
(the handsome pilgrim ship) is purchased at the expense of an unfettered,
and by Implication more courageous, confrontation with the stark harsh
ness of the "sea,"
Giovanni proceeds to indict the pilgrim* for their cowardice.
They have sought refuge "just because there's a little sea on,"

and
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he bitterly qontreete their «pperent thiret for eeoarlty, their feer
of lorolvemeat with the *##&,* elth whet their Serler represented;
Too mieereble beeterde, eeeking shelter on yoar **y to Gblgothsi
Did he do that— did they let him? But yoa're doing it* And do
you Temgine be*ll seloeme you end be gled end grateful to yon
for eomlng to greet hi* in hie oen country end to see the kind of
life he lived eben he ees e men like you, sad ees seeing you, for
your sake? * . , *Tou oowmrdsl* he'll say* "You dsened ooeerdei
ROe do you espsot to enter ey kingdom if you run for port on the
esy? Do you think I'm going to let ;you in? ]Do;pmi iLwypLm# I
sent gutless oreaturee like you? You must kno* that I sent mom
---net a cowering Ihsrd**
""""
(p, 26)
The passage sums op lagerkviet** quarrel with Christianity^ ehioh la
obviously not a quarrel with Christ.

The pilgrims run for port

l«e*,

they fail to take the risks which Christ took, they fail to grapple
with th* "sea* as he did*

Lsgerkvist's vision of Christianity ha* always

been focused upon the ethic of "love one another" »- he invariably
measures modern Christianity and Christiana in terms of it, and he in
variably finds the* lacking#

But loving one another is never easy,

amd Christ's own life showed how difficult it is to create and to (dbLis
by value* in a world so immersed in the "eea#*

Giovanni's vitriolic

attack reflects lagerkviet's disillusionment with mankind, andiaore
particularly with "pilgrims," a disillusionment which results from mac's
failure to imitate, or even to try to imitate, Christ's struggle with
Khe "sea,"

As ia The Death of Ahaaueras, lagerkvist implies that

Christianity's "failure" may stem from its tendency to negate the poten
tial values of a life on the "eea" in favor of a "celestial city,"
though he apparently ignores the fact that the major focus of contem
porary religious reform is in the direction of positive ethical in
volvement im the "eea."
In the final analysis, however, the pilgrims' "answer" to Gio
vanni's tirade is Christianity's "answer" to lagerkvist; they sing a
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hymn, which ia beautiful and aeeme to st*: from a "bmrvallou** and
*reaarkable* power with them.

The hymn may be taken as symbolic of the

Christian's inner vision and light: his faith in the existence of a
"Holy land" which assures hla that the "sea" is not everything#

It is

a vision which finally cannot be shared; it can only be experienced.
Thus, though Tobias moves his lips "as if ha wanted to sing too," he
chooses to remain on the pirate ship with Giovanni, rather than to jola
the "troe" pilgrim ship, beoauee ha senses that the Christian vision i#
something he cannot anter into.
Between the pirates and the pilgrims there remains Giovanni, whose
life Is an apparent contradiction.

Despite him persuasive and deceptive

role as the spokesman for capitulation to aa indifferent and meaninglee#
universe, and his nihilistic denigration of value distinctions, he
himself clearly hae not become indifferent to "right and wrong," to
"truth and falsehood,"

From the beginning, the distinction# he draws

between Tobias and the "true" pilgrims reveal the contradiction, for if
there ie no oeani** in value judgments as he implicitly suggests, why
jmake the distinctions?

If the "aea" is all there is, and if man ought

to learn bo "think like the aea," why does Giovanni even concern him^
self with the pilgrims, let alone castigate them for their failure to
risk a fight with the "eea?"

aby does he distinguish between the ethical

"standard" of the pirates (honesty to the "sea") and the #oral escapism
which he eees in the pilgrims' vision and quest?

The list could Ibe

extended, but it is obvious that something within Giovanni resists
"thinking like the eea,"

In point of fact, though be Is intellectually

a nihilist, he is on an emotional level a rabid moralist,

He has even

chosen to live on the *#ea" in the first plaoe for essentially & %oral
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r*&aoa; b# find# it **op# honemt" and *le#e of a 11#" than hie preview#
life In the ehureh#

Giovanni eeen# clearly repreeentative of lagerkviet*#

own vision of the "aboard man" — a man who can no Icnrer believe in
(intellectually at leaat) the validity of value systems external to the
self, yet who ironically and paradoxically affirme through hla action#
precisely the## value distinctions which ha intellectually debunks* He
Is also a spiritual brother to any man who cannot answer the question,
"%hy live?", yet who nevertheless continues to act as if life is ulti
mately meaningful.

There would seen to be little purpose in suggesting

reasoas for the paradox; Giovanni, like B&rabbaa, ia finally a man
whose life illustrates, rather than explains, a spiritual condition.
liovannl*# unwillingness to capitulate to the "sea" la driven at
obliquely throughout the novel*

Aside from thg contradictions mentioned

above, he obviously cannot be like the "honest and decent" plratea h#
pretends to admire*

He takes no part in the massacre of the merchant#,

he is disliked, by the moat "sea-like" member of the orew. Ferrante, and
no one on the ship thinks him of any use in "a tight place" (p. $1)*
Gut perhaps the most telling illustration of his contradiction occur#
when he prevents the murder of Tobias*

%hes ho spot# Ferrante stealing

towards the sleeping pilgrim, Giovanni, without knowingiwhy, immediately
springe to Tbbiae* aid at the undeniable risk of hi# own life (we hav#
already witnessed Parannte's Skill with a knife).

He disarms Ferrants,

and lagerkvist curiously refer# to him a# "that elderly man of god*"
Thie 1# indeed strange, for we have already seec Giovanni mock the
pilgrims and heap scorn upon their faith, and we learn later that he
was repelled by the crucifixes which surrounded him in hi# childhood
home*

Yet Clovanni, though he claim# to be "free" of god and the

Christian value system, has acted a# if he did believe in those vala##.
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In thie »en#e, he ie * "men of god," porhmp# oven mop# *o then the
pllgrlme.

Why he acte in this way ia an unanewerahle question, and th#

question extends to ourselves, for lagerkvist ie suggesting soaething
about the paradoxical quandary which the humanistic existentialists
claim is the modern condition humaine.

If, as Camus assert*, mas is

condemned to live in a meaningless universe, shy does he demand meaning?
"cither Camus nor Sartre really anseer the question

they merely sb*

serve that the *absurd" results from man's demand for value in a world
which seems to provide none,

lagerkvist cannot answer the question

either, but his portrait of Giovanni suggest* that the demand itself,
if manifested in action, contradicts the supposed meaninglessness of th#
universe,

life cannot finally be meaningless, he implies, as long a*

there exists a demand for meaning which ie acted upon, consciously or
not, and the act of demanding itself, from lagerkvist** point of vies,
can make one a "man of ged."

The suggestion is huttrkased symbolically

when lagerkvist adds that "Tobias and Giovanni steed side by side in the
darkness, which was not true darkness, for the sky was full of stars"
(p. 2L),

Darkness in lagerkvist's fiction is almost always suggestive

of the labyrinthine groping of the rational mind seeking "light" or
answers to the meaning of existence, while "stars" are of course a
recurring symbol of ultimate meaning, since they archetypally point
towards "the way," "truth," and "value" (of, Barabbas When he buries
the hair-lip or the lovers in The Dwarf),

"No true darkness" means,

in effect, that Giovanni's action negates his own vision of the "sea,"
since it posits a meaning in meaninglessness,

"Stars" are alao con-

traated with the "dark embrace" of the sea, an embrace which "cleanses"
(wipes outl) all moral distinctions between right and wrong.
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Le@#rk?lat folio** tb# rescue of Tobl## with » #t*tement abost tb#
"aoa* Whioh i* dbvloumly *#*at to heighton th# r##d*p#* *w*r*a### @f th#
loral quallti** whlok dl#tln&sl*h oiovanni froa it*
?o *UTP#ad#r to the ###""»the great and #odl#a# eea wblob i#
indiffèrent to all thing*, which eraae* all thing*; which in
it# iodiffarena# fergi### all thiaga*
Primeval, irreeponaible, ihhwman. Freeing man through it*
inhumanity^ wmkinghiaijMNmqxMmdWKL* **& Are#"'"«if he will
odly dhooB# th# aoa and surrender to it,
(p. S5)
Do Giovanni#* words and aotione, ae seen in the immediately preoeadlmg
eeetioa of the novel, shoo that he ia *irreepea#ihl#,* "Inhmaan# and
"indifferent to all things* like the aea*

Ohvioumly not#

Me la a man

i&n&ght ia the tension of an existential ooatradiotieo, for which the
eeooad half of the novel offer# a poeaihle enplanat&ma,
Giovanni## tale, wbleh ooaatitntaa the bulk of the remainder of the
novel, essentially trace# hi# ameknning to the "aea" of temporal reality
underlying the value# be bed cherished in hi# "naivity,"
a familiar one in modern fiction,

Th# theme i#

like Joyoe## Stephan in A Portrait of

the Artist a# a YOun^^ Nan, or Bartley## ieo in The Oo-Between, or
lawreaee#* Fanl in Son# and tovera,

Giovanni, under the pressures of

experience which run counter to the vain# #y#tem(a) ef his culture,
feel* compelled to chuck the syatenfa) rather than to retreat from the
experience#*

It la a peculiarly modem pattern —

it cannot be found

in Fielding, Jane Austen, or Georg# Eliot, for instance, in dboae work#
# reconciliation between human experience and am established value
standard ia mot only possible but desirable *- and it necessarily cAli#
Into ^ueatloA th# validity of value atroeture* themselves, siooo th#
nsltera auKgestm an irremedisl split between experiential actuality
and conception,

Giovanni** experience, like Stephen*# or Eeo*s, thus
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of #%p#rl#ao# may b# the laaat d lffio o lt to dafio# or *fi% *

#a a vmlne), amd igmerant of hia m n foellaga tomarda hi# oommltmmt to
tha ehmroh and to "god,"

%m other word#, ha know# nothing ahont tha

"aaa* w ithin h ia a a lf (tha diaaovary avantaally h o rrlfia e him) and w ithin
tha world arowd him# Ona aonld ju a t *a aaaily any ha known nothing
about a r il, w b i# la iap ilad by tha fa a t that his "aina" mar# almnya ao
Inalgmlflaamt th at they brought a maHa to hi# aanfaaaor^a lip i#
On# aannot aaauma a aeornfal or masking attitu d a toward# hia
n aivity howaaar,

Jbat aa the illm sioaa of ao many o f Ghauaar'a eharae-

tarn m at upon n atvlty and IgM ranaa, yat s t ill aaoount fa r whataaar
moaning or purpoaa axiata in their liv a a , aa Qiavanni'a illm niana fuma»
tiom# in affaotg aa hia adluaa, Tbna, though ha la ta r dladaawm that
th i# world (tha w m t M of youth amd daoaptian) wan "an^aaad mud narrow,"
hia umaxaminad fa ith in god did gtva him "aaourity and aomplata oartainty
about arurything" (p . $ 9 ),

Hia aaaumption that hia mathar had giaaalbin

to "god? out of lova provided him with another aaamingly aaoura hand»
hold on tha "aaa* * - the value of lava ita a lf.

Like the pilgrim s, who

era prmtaoted from tha "aaa" by th e ir fa ith im a "harbwr" which
sM lW w them from i t , Qiavammi was "aaoura" aaoem tially beaaus# ha be»
liavad the W aal waa more re a l (or more important) Wkm the aotual#
During my childhood and ;youth iqyi#imdi#as4tlu%paWNMr turned mmgy
from thin world amd beat «qpam holy thing# — upon that world
whnra the divine liv e d its eeruma and tranquil life #
(p. *8)

But Giovanni'# aaourity (Ilk a any man*#) waa precariously auapemdad over
the "aaa,"

No major Obaraotar in lagarkviat*# world remain# "vailed?

fo r long; sooner or latar# ju a t aa in moat ordinary human amperienoa#
am enamnter with tha "sea" is in evitab la.
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mmWmW oœuw «aier the preeeur# of #m eaperiene#
eÈdLcli be know to be jLa vio len t CMandbpewtledkltMi 1%) hdl# ##01%# egnetee# «"»
#ie ai iMpiawt laodl & eedLitN&ter, hue (ÿetw# ijgvmüLeeNi jkn aua «kdg&teHMKw; fUTfiiLp
lA lch he reelieem «klaeoerb jSrook tiie i;ta rt, oeaa only thri**; ill:* ta» gpriedf»

Belk iJt )ai ;wp#<Ki#ML&;r Ibij# ddLexnegpwrd fa r ta*e i mpending «w&tawtxMapÊM» mh ieh
h ie edOTedLp mint preeipitete tdbrnub mmbee him *& reprememtmtiv# figure in
the teentieth-oeotury "mwekening" pmittwMPi^, ejLaw* hie eitu etio n exemplifie # the "eith er/er" teneion between the "eee" end "hesbeer" whidh eeeee
embedded in the poet reeentie peyehe.

There ie no p e e e ib ility , fo r

Gievenni, of m reconoilietion between the two

enoe he ie in the grip

of<peeeien ]be aretes enperlenee no w etter whet the east, he irents to
"burn in the fir e of lo re ," nothing besides hie nietreee mettere to kin
any wore, "only she end lore" exist#

The lengnnge leg erkriet nnee te

color Giorennl*s nnslrened feelings ie deliberately enggeettre o f his
urge to break e ll boende, to destroy anything w ithin him self and iKitbla bin world which eonld prevent hie ifron idaUqgiMk Henoe hie inagtn*
atio ii ie "inflnmed," he see# her love os "homing" end he w nts to
"bnm" too; hie peeeioa le inentieh le, hie eenmel sppetlte "fbedehed#"
Hia hone, with the oreeifleee hanging on the w a il, Olneet orer night
becomes a "prison" which is " s tiflin g * end "narrow*" He realises that
he no longer wants the "safety o f god*e enbroee," the eeenrity end
peeeh whieh hie former vslwe syetan gave him; he deeiree only to eon*
fro n t experie noe enfettered by smy regard fo r consequences# Bet on
unfettered confrontation w ith enperienoe, a t least in nnoh t went i eth*
century fic tio n , almost always foreshadows (so in Henry Jenee* The
Anbaeeedore. fOr example) the dissolution of tra d itio n a l values oa a
valid mean# of interpreting the experience* Just os W oollett is
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jlovmnni Is equally dleillualoned by hi# dleeorery of the "sea"
within hlmaelf.

Before the consummation of hi* affair he finds to hie

alarm, when hearing the confession of hie future mistress, that he
craves to hear more about the "purely physical aspect" of her supposed
affair.

He is even more alarmed by the awakening of his sexual passion,

since he senses its limitlessness and the threat it poses to bis
ability or even his willingness to order his life in a structured way*
But finally it is the evil within himself which, when brought to the
surface, scat upsets hi^for he discovers that his own capacity for
vicioueness matches even that of hie mother*

. , . without the least under
standing or compassion I condemned her as a vile, despicable
creature* I began to loathe her; I gave no thought to the fact
that she was my mother amd that at one time my feelings for her
had been quite different* * * Everything about her now seemed to
me repulsive, and my tendency to perceive the ludicrous and
foolish side of her behavior and utterances made me as malicious
and as evilly observant aa herself.
(p* 132)
His most shattering awakening, however, is to hia mistress** "reality."
It is difficult to know what to make of Giovanni's mistress, and
I question whether any reader of the novel is not surprised when he
learns that her "true lover," who was the ostensible reason for her
confessional outpourings In the first place, actually does not exist*
Perhaps Lagerkvist withholds the secret deliberately in order to
buttress the theme of conceptual deception -- certainly the reader,
like îlovanni, has no reason to suspect that she la a liar.

Or perhaps

she is not a liar at all, since it could be argued that she too is selfdeceived.

On this level, she could only be seen as a sick woman who

cannot endure the bitterness of the reality she must live with, having
been civen in marriage to an old and apparently impotent sadist who
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l**v#e h#r *#%*#! drlv##

and nho 1# driven bo »»ek rnfng*

la # fnatany world of "ideal Inm#." I tklak bh* latter vie* ie more
planeible, elnoe the looket In ehioh the portrait of her "ideal love" i#
oetenalbly kept ie real to her. On a eymbolle level, her belief (if
one can aooepb it am a belief) In the exletenoe of a "tree lover" ie a
belief in a value ehioh makee the "eea" ehe live# eitb bearable. With
out it, ehe would preeumably have only the "real" world of etagaatien
and unfulfilleent, and her life would laok all meaning amd direetiem#
Though the looket finally ie empty, it ie nevertheleee a velee. even
if the value ie only a hope which la ultimately illueory* But thie
value, impliee lagerkviet, like all value# reete upon a denigration
(or limiting) of actual experience, elnoe it ie the mietreaa*# commit
ment to her dream of "ideal love" which actually prevent# her from
accepting what value there la in actual love, 3he olln&e to her
illueioA during her affair with Giovanni (be eaye that "her true be
loved in that looket between her breaete wee common# different from
me"), and it la thie ever-preeent eeoape valve from the "eea" which
finally eeame to account for her willlmgmeea to bring Olcvmmni to hie
ruin.
True to the twentieth-oentury "awakening" pattern, Giovanni, once
he haa dieaeaooiated himeelf from hie older valuee, leeeke an ultimatf
meaning in love. Be thinke of hie love aa "a whole" amd ae "holy,"
the came word# he ueee to deacribe hie feelinge toward# the religion
of eubmleeion to the "holy" eea* Be ie a romantic in eearOh of a
romantic abeolute, which help# to explain why he ie "chattered" by hie
mietreee'e betrayal, eince he hue for all intent# and purpoeeo endowed
her with the qualitiee of immutability and aheolute fidelity, qualitiae
which are finally not to be found in the phyeioal world.
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Glovmaol'e aenae of betrayal, then, actually la a aenae of aacrilee@*

After hia lover haa renounced hiB and sought refuge in the chureb,

for example, he leavee in *vlolent agitation, fury and contempt"!
# , * not becauae I waa diamiaaed, thrown out, expelled, but be
cause she had lied about me* About herself and our union. &apeoially was I stricken by bar besmirching of that holy night of
love that we had experienced together, and which for me was still
the greatest miracle that could ever be. Or was it?
(p. lOS)
The cycle is complete#

Bexual love was the value on which ho had pinned

all his desire for meaning and significance; his discovery that tbs "eea"
surged beneath her as well convinced him that it, and not zod, love,
Christian charity or any other value, was raalltg#

Henoe he concludes

ie tale by telling Tobias that he chose a life on the "sea" because, in
effect, ao one on it or in it pretends that values exist:
In time I found myself aboard this vessel, where on the whole I
have been wall content— -where life is rough and brutal and
bloody, and if not exactly honest, at least not a lie. At sea,
the boundless sea, indifferent to all, oaring for nothing, neither
devil nor god— inhuman. And that is surely good: one must feel
ao if one has learnt to know men#
(p. 112)
Giovanni assures Tobias that he may judge him as he chooses, and Qiusto*#
evaluation seems apropos.

Giovanni, he says, is a "rascal," a "terrible

sinner," "a godless man," and an "abominable blasphemer and lecher—
but be is also a good man" (pp. 21-2), We have seen Giusto's comments
borne out, and perhaps Lagerkvist is suggesting that mer who are driven
to despair by the pressures of a crushing awakening (certainly be him*
self underwent a similar experience, cf. "Quest of Reality") may find
themselves in the ironic position of affirming, through their despair,
their concern, and finally through their actions, the very values which
they claim do not exist.

lOQL
Th# eeooladlng aeetlon of th# mov#l (wbleh

oaly foar

p*g#* in the Random Hoaa* edition) anna op, by maan# of eyaboliam, tha
eontradietion of Giovannl'a life, though lagarkviat imaaplieably (and
from my point of via*, foollahly) ahifta hia fooo* from the axiataatial
paradox to the "queet" for god, a theme whloh haa not been of much im
portance to tha novel. We learn that the miatraaa'e locket ie empty,
and that ehe went on a pilgrimage to the *Koly Land" in an effort to
atone for her adultery. She "never arrived," aaya Giovanni, and Tohiaa
too melodramatically olaape hia hand* over hie cheat in apparent angulah.
Is lagerkviet suggesting that the "Holy land," like the Inside of the
locket, is finally ao empty dream whloh mankind clings to aa a refuge
against the "sea?" Possibly. Yet there lurks another paradox in Tobiad*#
reflection upon her failure to arrive#
He thought about the highest and holiest in life and of %6at
nature it might be# that perhaps it exists only as a dream
amd cannot survive reality, the awakening. But that it
nevertheless does exist.
(p. 116)
M s comment refers to Giovanni, whose vision of W * "highest and holiest
in life," whether focused upon god

the acidic pressure of reality.

or love

or say value, mdted away under

But Tobias adds that it nevertheless

does exist. The lines could be taken as an affirmation of an unreaohSble transcendental "Holy iand"(th* lines which follow imply as much),
or they may suggest the psradox of Giovanni's life. Certainly Tobias's
succeeding comment leaves the question open;
Yet the eea is not everything* it cannot be. There must be
something beyond it, there must be a land beyond the great
desolate expanses and the great deeps which are indifferent
to all things: a land we cannot reach but to which we are
on cur way.
(p. 116)
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The motion# of Giovmnni, th* merchant omptmln, mad Toblm# himaelf hmv#
alrmmdy intlmmtod tbmt tb* "»#m la not everything," mean though they immy
Intelleetumlly bailer# that it la. Yet Toblm# eeem# to refer to the
"holy of hollem" whloh Ahmemerne earlier eonoloded mnet lie beyond mil
the abortion# of human Imagination, Bet whether the focus of Toblmm*#
commente 1# meen as traneoendental or ethical. It finally Implies the
earn* thing* ralees, even if they cannot be tested, smelled, or heard,
eren if they appear to be Illusory end non-existent in any absolute
eeaee, do nerertbelem# exist, though they jmmy remain rationally unsnppertable,
Tobias's thoughts about the looket encapsulate the paradox*
And he thought of how Giovanni had kept that looket, cherished it
and never wanted to part with it, hut had worn it constantly at
hie breast, although it imas empty. And even had it not been
empty, it would have contained the likeness of another man* Yet
he had always worn it, as she too had worn it at her breast, close
to her heart*
Bow precious, how indispenaible a thing it must be* Although
it was empty,
(p. 116)
On one level, the empty locket may be symbolic of mao's dream of a
traneoendental absolute, something "not like ourselves," which counter- balances the desolate harshness of the "sea,"

On t M s level, it is a

dream which functions as a goal, sod though it may be illusory, it
nevertheless gives direction and meaning to life. This is why it is
precious, just as it was precious to Qiovaiui's mistress*

3ut on another

level, the empty and "Indispensable" looket symbolises the paradoxical
value position of Giovanni throughout the novel* On a rational level,
he knows the locket is e*q)ty, be knows the "eea" is all, he knows that

values are deceptive dreams which only hide the "sea" beneath them.
But be "wears" the dream close to his heart, the heart which impulsively

1(9
demande th# reeon# of Tobime, whioh impulsively remota mgelnet the moral
failure of the pllgrima, and which finally oontradlcte hia vlalon of
absurdity im life.

Jest aa eurely aa Tobias, Giovanni ie a "pilgrim at

aem," a term ehloh auggeata proverbially a aemae of bewilderment and
oonfuaion, though to be a pilgrim at eea suggests a quality of direction
or purpose in the midst of the "great deeps,"

Hence tbs ship glides

forward, imperceptibly "without a goal"; Giovanni has no reason to
believe there is a meaning im eaietence.

But though he Is on the "sea,"

he is somehow superior to it, and therein lies his "pilgrimage,"

10k
I

at the beginning of this theai# that lagerkviet needed to

be "placed* within a frame of reference if hie work* were to be under*
stood.

I also etated that this waa a difficult problea to deal with,

partly because hie vision of experience la uncommonly difficult to
graap, since it rests upon a faith in the ungraepable, but also beoaume
of the fundamental paradox implicit in the term "religious atheist."
Yet at this point I think it possible to view his vision in perspective#
Lagerkvist is beyond doubt an iconoclastic writer.

Implicit in

his concept of experience, on its deepest levels, is an apparent eon*
viotion -- all "icons" of rationalism are to be distrusted.

Any rational

construct of experience, be it scientific, psyeho-analytio, deteaaiaie»
tic, or theistie is, on an epiatemological and an emotional level, sus
pect because soy or all of these constructs exclude those areas of
experience which would contradict them.

Lagerkvist is therefore a

romantic rather than a "classical skeptic" as at least one critic has
argued.

He is romantic because, in the final analysis, his vision i#

grounded in a belief that the mind will distort or betray man** deepest
religious impulses through a process of reduction, and beosus# he most
strongly Implies, through the Sibyl, Ahasuerus, and Giovanni, that
Insttnetive or emotlonally*based action is superior to any rationallybased response to experience.

The values of these characters are

"instinctual"*- they "believe" im their emotions and in what they sense
about experience through them -- while they admit the inadequacy of
their minds to construct a coherent (logically ordered) vision of ikhat
they feel.

They are all, therefore, "at sea," in the sense that the

deepest levels of their experience are unintelligible to them.

Such a

characteristic is to be found in almost all romantic literature.

1#
Perb&pa now *# ema come ta grip# with th* central paradox in
lagerkwiat*# work,

Vmrion* critic# hav# attempted to pin it down, hut

with lea# than aatiafaetory result#.

Some have labeled him a ^humaniat,*

an "exiateatiallat," and a *relifloue aeeker," label# all of which are
partly true yet, in term# of what they might exclude, mialeadlng,

la

daapair, acme recent critioa have reacrted to the vaguenea# of "the
meditator" and "the maater," while other# have argued that he i# every*
thing from a Chriatita ia diaguiae to a uarvoualy uaaure athaiat*

But

finally, lagerkviet ia what he call# himaelf# a "raliiiowa athaiat*"
Lagerkviet ia "religion#" im the aemae that ha believe# oatagor*
Ically la tha value of maa'a aearA for "light," "good," and maamla
aigoifioamoa in life# Though ha apparently believe# that as a religion,
aa a theological atruoture of faith, Ckriatiaaity fail# to meat man*#
deapaat religion# need#, ha continue# to haliava in the value of th#
need# thamaelva# ainoa, euoe awakened, they are finally what atir th#
roots of an ethical oooaoienoe without which human life can truly have
no eigaiflcanoa#

Hamaa tha Sibyl, Ahaauarna, Tobias and Giovanni are

all in the final analyaia not only seeker# but moralist#, who through
their vary "scarab" for "god" are forced to aearch for "him" within
themselves*

Lagerkviet inplla# through them that the im#wA#a or inetimgt

Which prod# man to seek a source of altimate meaning beyond the calf,
which prod# him in other words to seek transcendence of the meaningl###
"#ea," 1# in itealf an intimation of & power or "spirit" beyond tha
graap of rational coaprehenaicn#

Though this ia finally a romantia

notion (gouaseau, for example, would argue that man*# highest
knowledge and potential ia reached through the prodding of "natural"
instinct), it ia perhaps a moat valuable one to consider*

For we live
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in an age, Lagerkvist contin&allj suggests, thlch has rejected the
theocratic, scientific, and philosophical systems of its predecessor,
without, like the vlbyl or Ahasuerus, beln^ able to construct anew,
La^erkvlst's conviction that the religious impulse In Itself can be of
tremendous value la, in effect, a source of anchorage in a conspicuously
unaaohored century.
It ie no accident that the closest parallels to the "religious*
strain in lagerkvlst's thought are to be found in Paul Illlich*s words*
The faith which make# the courage of despair possible is the
acceptance of the power of being, even in the grip of noobelog
. . , The act of accepting meaninglessness is in Itself a
meaningful act. It is an act of faith. We have seen that he
who has the courage to affirm his bein^ in spite of fate and
guilt has not removed them, , . The same is true of doubt
and meaninglessness. The faith whloh creates the courage to
take them into itself has no special content. It is simply
faith, undirected, absolute. It is undefinable since eveggthing defined is oissolved by doukl aaJ msaainglssenesi T
As a "religious seeker," then, lagerkvist may sod in fact ought to be
identified with the iconoclastic movement in modern ChristianExistential theology, a movement led by men suoh as Tillich and J(An
A.T, Robinson and inspired, most probably, by SfAren fierkegaard*

As

a spokesman for a faith without structure, a "god" without meaning, a
religion withxxt religiosity, he is truly both "religious" and a "seeker,"
As an "atheist," Lagerkvist*# thought bears close affinities with
the existentialist visions of Sartre and Camus.

Despite hie belief in

the value of the "search," Lagerkvist maintains a firm foothold in tha
actualities of experience as be perceives them.

The actualities.

''"Paul Tillioh, The Courage to Be (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 19^2), p. 176. '
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thou^

iwy offer intimmtlone of "lights" ere thweelvea imeereed

In de3*nee8**-lmeerkriet'e vlaimi le therefore etheletlc end exietemtiel
In the sense thet he c m peroelve no flnel meenlug in life, %&ieh is
elmost the seme me eeying that «deteooe is elthout ratlmel juetifloetlon*

Tet, unllhe Sertre or Gamue, legerkrlet insiste upon the

"seeroh"— %poa the possibility of finding a Maas of reoomoillng ®xperiense with some trensoendentel conoeptlon of it shloh would censel.
out men's epprehensims of e "dark” (meenlngless) reality.

8udi a

"search" would #ite possibly be labelled a "search for an iUasicn"
by the humanistio existentialists.
The "atheistic" and "existential" strain in lagerkvist's thought
could be said to be the "vieter" over the religious strain.

His heroes,

Barabbas, Ahasuerus, Tobias m d th® Sibyl, are all characters who crave
to reach a coherent vision of "reality" whloh would attribute significanoe (in a rational sense) to their experience.

They never achieve Iti

They never find a rational antidote to "ébmrdity"* "meaninglesmess" is
their fate in death as wall ae in life.

One could, however, just as

easily say that these dharaeters ehmse to remain in "daAneasv-^they
are a H finally unable to compromise their visions of "reality" throu^
making a Klerhegaardian "leap" to A d th in a God with a capital G,
a qualificatlm is needed here.

But

Thou^ neither the Sibyl, nor Ahas*

uerus, nor Tobias achieve a belief in a "God of thWsm," they do finally
believe is % "god above the God of theism," a "god" who, as Ahasuerus
says in The Death of Ahasuerus, "...by our very failure to capture ^
dsmmstrates how inaccessible it is."
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